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ABSTRACT
Opportiailics for m n p ^ ^ e  awdveettege using maBufi-curing informatioa systems arc matched 
to Portei '$ (1980) iW ay erf competitive strate^. A aumbcr thcoric, of eorpontie strategy 
are iiiscasscd with sjpe^d refercaa to Awe which deal with competitive advantage. Porter 
defines three generic strategies for a eompaay: cost leadership, differeadatioo and focus; and a 
meam of examining poteatial competitive advantage is a company, the value chain (1985). The 
so-called Wands of automation each automate a specific area <rf the manufacturing process and 
can be integrated via computer integrated manufacturing. The benefits of manufacturing 
information systems are Bomeious. Seven opportunities for manufacturers usLig information 
^ttsms are identified : ecyt savii^s, higher quality output, quicker reqxwes to customer needs, 
customisation of products, economics of scope, and the use of interorganisational and product 
maintenance systems. The nature of the competitive advantage which each of these 
opportunities makes available a  defined using the value chain theory The information system/s 
which am  be used by a company which has adopted one of the three generic corporate 
straleges are then identified.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The fading of Ae post World War H industrial boom in USA in the late 60’s showed up the 
popular m tfk a t Amcriam magufacturiag kwiaabilky. SuriiteBfy, tite mudi m#%aed Japanese 
were aMe to geedw* better quality ^oduds « lower prices than thei/ amsterparts b  Uw USA, 
TNm stperkxky has cmHiaued, k  certain iadustries, to the pwaeM day. A common f-rliag 
amo*^ large American ccfm ratfems seemed to be that k wm impossible to comjiete with 
Japanese products without sending their manufacturing offshore to make use of cheaper labour 
rates. Howewr. am afl mmpmbes responded m this way am' many krve studied the 
management [^incipks employed by Japanese companies in order to improve their owe ability 
to compete. Particiilarly signifleant resales of such studies are the new emphases on product 
quality and elimination of wmte. These h±w led to certain itfcnlifiaMe trends in maiwd&MSarin^  
the most z&taMe e# whkh ere the reduction of inventory levels, higher quality product*, 
production based on orders, cellular production and automation of many production process. 
Many companies which have employed stteh measure* haw enjoyed at least competitive parity 
with Japanese companies whkh, a few years previously, were believed to be competiti-cly 
invinublc.
The past two decades have seen enormous improvements in the computet systems available to 
companies. Hardware pmeeaakg speed, and memory capacity have improved at 
exponential rates as a result of advances tn mSeroehip techRokjgy while m^oved manufKtur joi 
techniques have resulted Is major pries redndkm. The marketiftg of m rrom m ^ters has 
compoting power m the of l ^ e  numbers of people who bad previously
believed eomptHera to be the domain of Aea pro^ssi*^ i^of^sk^ials oe!>. Sottware 
improvrm ents mdwfe dat#$we man^emettt fjttems whkh allow users to integrate nameieu*
I
: spplkatiofis wtehme the Mrrndanf f?»rs oT d*u mhe*. xgr, udl tbe ^ovia<» of 
s w *  compuler teertte people to estraet and manipuiate from Ktrporatc
a, Adhmwaa to communKatiotis le^w iegy have aflEnwed Ae crcatkHi <* data links 
fad whhto compaaies, bmpmwrny Doth tbe speed and accuracy of commtmkatioo.
The i8ipfotj8Jgeitfi io iwwinatioo (ethnology have ted to many a^AcWwe for coaputers in 
masufadoriiig, O m pu'er aadrd c^meermg (CAE) and computer aided desipi (CAD) h r*  
allowed the producticy cl product prototypea and s tw ^e of the atteodant speeifkatiaBs on 
wmpoter sjWBms. Computer aided manufacturing (CAM) systems control 'fcanufacturmg 
p ro^ses  via eospM m, Mtferi^ hiinrfiing systems provide ccatrol over the materials passing 
through a production process. Material Rapdremeaa Masmmg (MRP) m i Maoufacturiug 
Reioufc- Planning (MRP H) s>«ctas tsstsl is production planning. Computerisation of all 
these areas cam kW  to so-called "Mas& of autmnarion* within tfe .aanufacturing process. 
IntegratioL of these ’islands’' eta be achieved via computer integrated manufacturing (CIM). 
Without these and other computer systems, the accomplishment of many of the treads a  
manufacturing described above would be tmposs&te. Thus the two tread*, the search for 
improvement in manufacturing, and the enormous advances in computer technology have not 
operated m parallel but have had important effects on each other.
A question arising from this dism sitn is whether companies, by identifying and .mplemeniing 
modern trends to manufacturing, can obtaia competitive advantage over competitors whkh 
continue to operate as before? Would gvdh advantages be sasWaaMe? Further, are there areas 
to n*asitfaeterteg where inforaation systems per se provick opportunkies for competitive 
advantage? This report seeN to Mitatify well areas, using Porters (1%5) •valise chain* coace pi 
to show the aamre ot the &mpe&km advantaf r  Thereafter k will syethesise them toio a model
Tfce pofeetial Mt&e me W ksltwiaMioa tpuam  (ot corapetitm: advastape is w«# dooiratated • 
Wrnmrn (IMS), tern A L m m m #  (1984), Wmemm #  MacMillan (1964),
Pmtm  A MUlar ( : # %  Radtoir<r<ti ( M ) ,  W ymm  <19g$) and iohmion & Vkmk (1988). A 
suai^cr of these studies mike use of Porter's (19#) model of eempetitbe strategy - Parsons, 
MaeParha and Porter *  Mllar, Other autiho.s h u e  discussed the use of icaaiifactiirbg 
Warmalkm ^tiem s to adMewe competitme advmta%p • Jeiiaek & Goldhei (19M), Doll & 
Voederemtw (1987), Iteber (1967), Meredith (1987), W wdkh & Hill (1987), « # #  & Long 
(1988) and Mkb&ek (%$80). Howew, w hin  the parameters of the literature sam y aurted out 
ft* the perpoies of thU pafsei', there mw## to have been no sttem|< to !ink the advastafrs 
gioaed from r : :  m  of iaformatioii s te rn s  m mMufactaring with a formal theory on 
■xmpetkm  tirate^y. This |»per seek* to prtmee that Kok, usa% P<»ter’s (198U & W5) 
the<KMS of competitive stratq^ amd ^spetitm : advantage r .-.petiively. This will b dew  by: 
deftueg sexxai generk opportunities that mfbrmatsoo ^sterns dffer maufaaorers, 
shejwidg ho# coaipetitiw advaMage cm be achieved from esdi of these t>pportuniites, and 
id e a tin g  the oppmtWdw m& mf$wmatioa systems appropriate for each of Porter’s 
(1980) generic corporate strategies.
The methodology of the leport k  the following.
a tttiaiber of difiereot approaches to corporate Mrate^ will be examined. Special emphasis 
will be placed m  Porters (M80 & H85) theory of rompeiitive a d w m y  (chafer tw ). 
the different tyees of maewfaeturing iatermatioo syttems will be described (chapter three), 
example; of ^impaaies have used manufacturing tnformaiitm s te rn s  with strategic 
success will bs dted. Seven pneric opporttiiutic* available to manufacturers using these 
kifonaatioe .systenis wE then be defmedl (chapter four).
3
tbe nature of the com pete* a&wtqge c^ered by each of the stmte^c opportu 
kksti&il io chapter four wtii be d ^e ed  in teres of Porsei** (1985) A_de chain theory.
corporate strategies wffl thea be matched wiih tie  opportankie* ^nd with i^ex^e 
aaaafacmriim totom^k* yetm s (chapter 6we).
some poiatt iae t ppScatiaa of mmaitstmka$ mloraittioa syitems in praaiee
wfll be f# e d  .'chapter m). 
a Aoit e«wto»we will fdbw.
CHAPTER TWO
STRATEGIES FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
The bask premise of this report is that a company can apply information systems in its 
manufacturing operations in m k  a way that this application will support a defined corporate 
strategy to acLieve competitive advantage. This cBvpler wQI sbut with a general discussion on 
the uatu/e of oM pcx^ strategy and wiO then ©owsr a mesiber of approaches to strategy 
formulation. Porter's (1985) thesis of setting stratcgr to adtieve competitive follows,
after whkh a number of theories of the use of information systems for competitive aovantage 
will be discussed.
Corporate strategy lias been defined by Chandler (1962 : 12) as ‘the determination of the basic 
long term goals and objectives of an ek46s prise, aed the adoption of courses of action and 
allocation of resources necessary h r  ranyiag ou* il?ese goals." Two distinct processes arc 
Itntificd in this definition : the formulation, aao the implementation, of the strategy (Andrews, 
1971 : 37). Although many companies do not explicitly pubtish a statement of corporate 
strategy, u. most cases a corporate strategy can be deduced by observing the operations of the 
company. The obvious question which arises from the previous statement is whether it is 
worthwhile expending resources on defining and controlling am exptidl strategy when most 
organisations do not do so. Andrews (1971 : 41,42) ghes four reasons in favour of such 
expenditure:
- to watt a «HLpM‘/ s  goaU in teras of macreuiB profit oc!y ts inadequate
- when s company h «  long kad times, long ran* i planning ia vital,
• there are benef ts in rather than wroply responding to < S a i^  m the business
environflicnt, and
- ihc «tting of nsiWegoaU will belp to mot.vate and obtam the cooperation of employees
Tilics (t.M3) pcAate e #  pr«eali»i sbortcmaiagi in ^aieoieats of erarpmto str«icgy Statements 
ot c«rpm*e <*j«lives often include Uilk mere than i  spectfk finaadal oi^ectwe aed a broad 
sMemeat about jpmxA. Akersatiwely, t k  siratefy »  based only ua currcat products There is 
more to strategy than smtag the aaioiutf of piofit or tunrover required of the company at a 
certain date as this leaves many bask qeestioas unanswered. Growth for growth's sake would 
not necf"K«*y be beL.!ficiai to m a ^  wmpames became a£ their mafctiity to support the growth 
fesmda% or in erf infrastructure. A myopk view of a future in which current products 
will eoaliaoe to perform as they do at present has beea the downfall of many cx*mpanies- Thus a 
statemeat erf m rptr m  strat^y should avoid a d i r e ^ ^  oaly > sin^e dimension and should he 
ftoSMe eiKH^h to allow for changes forced upon the company by the outside world.
2.1 THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO SETTING CORPORATE STRATEGY
What might be t ed to as a ’tejfibook* a ^ O K h  to setting corporate strategy is described by 
such viTiters as Andrews (1971) and McCarthy et ci <1979). In summary, the approach identifies 
the current strategy and then evaluates its appropriateness in terms of internal and external 
coadiuoas. The evahattea praecM inclu<k s  drckkMis cm wtwaMr changes to the current 
strategy are required sad the puMkatimi of the sew strategy, where necessary.
2X1 Mtfltf^tog She Ctffreat Strategy
As meW above, coropaaies do aot ahmf* state a strategy. Other problems in
MealMyhg the enrreat s ir tte^  ejdst when A m  Is a s  otmeas direction to corporate decision 
makii^ bw simply a series of reactioas to events; and wtea an esplkitt/ stated strategy is aol 
beiag W hw ei, The tdcalifkatioa  process tkasM  thm comider both written mwemeatm of 
^W ^«w itt® aeieei<sfdhs® qptiM ttM ihoFiH 'ie»nw B «am w m M e^pytsM nM im (rf 
tie  current mxmg?, M ^or mnm for analysis iadode the ee B ^ e ^ i obfectives, |»oduct-markei
, glad and epmtifiem fxrittiet, finam d cooskieratkms and human resources 
(M cCaA yafat W #  * 7 .  2M).
1.12
O o a the enrrssf slrategy has beea tdcatified, it should be evaluated ta order to determine it* 
WGpfWe&ea* »  tte  light trf prevailing internal and external c m ^ s t a a ^ ,  Tifles (1963) 
1deminei m* cr.tcna for cvaluahng strateRy :
- the difTerenl clcmrnls of t&e strategy *.ho Jd be internally constslcnl,
- the strategy shctdd tstka aeeomi *4 pofestial chases is tfes environroeat is which the
- the strategy should make the best use of the rewsyrc-s availabte to the company, 
finanriftl resources, manpower and
- the <tepee of risk implicit ia the MrM^y should be takra into account,
- tise time borizoa of the strategy should be reasonable, and
- thrstm cgy should be workable.
The output of the pram s (tescrtbcd above will be tihe rea»nfnefidatj» of a future strategy for 
the company, whether unchanged from the prevkma strategy or mcorporaiiitg new 
Changes «  the are likely to be emmdwW when resafts of qperatims have beea
uasucceisfyl, when new preaeat dhemetmi or mkm  tbe compaay c
chaises h  availaMe m e m s s . HRkIs of m A  chaops shmM alio be careftfly c 
chi flge? in strategy could drair.atically alter the value* of the company.
The mmsim  dcacribed A w e should be carried m?! oa t  r^ilar l»sts m m det am to be 
^ js ia e d  by the wm st^cbangcsia the ew roaaeBt in wfekb a saipaay operates.
?
12 THE GROWTH SHARE MATRIX
Robwao# (1983a. I9@jb *  1906) demcrJc# :h« mppromcm of Ae Boeom Com*ukmg Group 
(BCTO) (o mMtegk plmmning. Thm type *  ^ :s e g y  m em pH t o :
i) idrntify whether a pt^entiai investment woult. he. tttrsctive to a mmpeny, and 
u) v k h  the mmmmgemex* of & company'# d ifk n  < invcjmemf*.
The mod si cocttders a c o m p a n /i  different products or bu siocsscs as a portfolio rather than 
individually because the latter approach wo- l^d ‘inhcreittly suhoptimirfej -he coiporatioQ as a 
% hok" (R o b m w a, I9R A ) a* a reauk o f im appropnata re# o « o e aDocad o a . A mar* mem* of a
portfolio rather than individual businesses allows a company to channel resources from a 
mature, eaJs-rich ht'smess to a younger, riskier enterprise 'bus allowing tbe latter to avoid 
having to  app roach  equity or Je h t  m a rk e d
rbe axoocl ia eooccm ed  with i) the m arket mhare, and a )  th e  ra te  c f  m a. vet grow th o f a prodwct
or business. Whereas entry into a market with a low rate of growth is likely to lead ta z strongly 
defensive action on the part of existing competitors, high growth markets allow entrants to 
concentrate on the differential growth of the market white existing competitors, producing the 
same or even higher volumes, do oof pcrceiw their loss of market share. Areas of high growth 
consume cash because of the investment requir»d to fund the growth. Reported returns, 
although impressive on paper, m m  necessarily be reinvested to maintain competitive position 
and am thna aot paid over to d&amho&dem &a the h r #  of dmdemda for a commideraNe period of 
time. In generaf, the competkcr #kh the ' zhtd aaarkat ahaw Bead* to hn*e the k#cat coati 
and ihcwhra tha Wghnat prowL When m*mmy yowtJ rMa *art: #o dachnn ofT. thw advantage 
aUom tha lander tc maiatam km poaWon whUe p fw* o#t ^ a  Wgheat dmdenda. Howjter. 
amWk r p&ayem, bnennae of their higher coat au nctnre, n #  *f#ggk to pay ont anything awre 
than the smallest dividends. So it is vitally important to ancme market leadership during high
8
rates of market growth. A cortpauy should seek out products wise* wili provide either high
growth or cash.
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Figure 2.1: The Growth Share Matrti
From : Robinson (1985*)
The BCG's analysis of a company's portfolio of products or businesses is based on the so-caUcd 
growth share matrix, a 2 * 2 matrix on whkh relative market share and market growth rale are 
plotted (see Figure 2.1 above). The market growth rate n  shown on the vertical mdm with 10% 
given as the mid point. Relative market share, defined as the company’s market share divided 
by that of tbe largest competitor, appears oa the horizontal axis in hg scale, with 1.5 given as 
the mid-point (this ts appropriate far kigh-growth businesses; k  low growth markets, 1.0 should 
be used.)
Each product is pint tad on ihe matrix using a r rd e  whose area .ndicates the I'eiativc magnitude 
of that product in the company’s portfolio, usualfy measured in terms of saki. The of the
9
circles thus provides a visual indication of tbe key business »«•*•'<£, Four prindples should be 
considered when viewing the matrix:
* high market sftarc is associated with low em ; and high mar^Bs,
- a market with a high rate of growth require* large cash invetfmeats,
- <*taiaiag an increase in market share is costly, and
- *ten a ma, kct matores, growth rate slows. 1 Ms implies a cash surplus, eiperiatiy where 
market share k  high.
Ft ducts aic d w iie d  according to the quadrant in which they fail:
1. Cash Cows. Low market growth, high market share produds have low cmts and surplus ca h 
There is little point in invetiing excess cash in products in this area because any potential for 
prwdi « ,,vverely limited Excess hmdi should rather be channelled to Meas where growth 
fwospects are better Yh- major tiratepc coTCern should be to to naiatun market dominance.
2. Sttu% The Wgh growth, large market share area typically produces large prows coupled with 
a meed lor cash, investment in such products is vital to retain market share in order to realise 
the potential cash cow when the growth rate slackens. Losing market share m tha position will 
result iii tbe loss of premised future cash flows.
3. Wildcats. These are the mow difficult products for management to deal with. They are n 
high growtii areas, but with lo v market share and we thus extremely cash hungry There are
thrM |x m i*  strr for wiMaus:
■ heavy westmeni to order to gain the necessary mat ket share to become a star,
- diw " ent, in order to m #  such casii as is available, and
mmmment to a strategic niche in tl«e market where dominaace is pau&k,
4 Dnpk Low e* * e t grcfiMb and share are a recipe for low profits #ad there i# seldom 
rewmeMie oppamWty to iamseie rnarlst share. StrMegies here usmrily attempt to restric 
ImwbmmW in products m tim  area and to harwst whatever cash h  available A possible 
#amM#copdu*hmr*mpde# c*um*laM «a*m pl#oM **d#*W **k*kadeT.
M
An important concept within the model is that tbe malm is merely a "photograph" of the state 
of a eorporatir-fi al a moment ia time ami that changes do em ir over time. Thus both cash cows 
and wildcats cam become dogs and a star could move to became a wildcat and thea a dog. 
Vertical changes upwards are usually the result of forces beyond a siagte company’s control 
although there are cases where substantial cost savings could be passed on to buyers, resulting 
ia as merease m wvrail market demand. Robinson (1985a) defines four bask goals which 
management should follow, given the dynamic nature erf the phenomena measured by the 
ma.rix:
- maintain the position of cash cows and do not invest any further funds in them,
e surplus cash from t. cash cows to invest in stars that are not self funding to prevent 
ieir becoming wildcats,
- invest any further cash in the most promising wildcats to achieve market dominance, and
- invest nothing m other wildcats and dogs : if they are not self-funding, they should be 
divested.
In addition to these four goals, a company should aim for a well-balanced portfolio with a 
m.mfcwr of products in each quadrant, an example of whkh k Jiown below in Figure 2.2. A base 
of two large cash cows will provide sufficient cash flow for a few well placed wildcats. A number 
of stars promise future cash flows upon market maturity, and other wildcats and dogs are 
probaWy sufficiently small that, if well-managed, they should not prove to be a cash drain. Thu 
matrix can be contrasted with the one in rtgure 2.3 whkh is severely vnbalat. :ed wi h an 
inadequate amount of cash being generated by cash cows This impacts on the company's ability 
to fund wildcats adequately. Only a severe poky of funding only one or two of the most 
promising wildcats out of the limited resources available is likely to help the company out of 
impending disaster.
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A further elemen! of tbe BCG’s model is m  analysis erf the company j position w  a m  its 
competitors, This is carried t>ui by comparing the company's growth share matrix with matrices 
derived for each of the competitors. Although these mig^ st not be completely accurate, they will 
pw  sm indication of competitors' strei^hs and weaknesses and overall strategies. Products 
whkh will receive the most attention are those whose market share is dose to that of the 
dominant competitor, wildcats with the potential to become stars and products with she highest 
market share. After strategies hav* been tentatively stated, competitors' matrices can be used in 
order to determine their likely responses to the ptaannd moves and therefore .he likely overall 
eTecx of tbe *r*«*y ew be mmmlpMii
23 im tV C W X A L  ANALYSIS
An extremely influential and of!-quoted auihor on the formulation of comf«titi\e strategy is 
Harvard Professor Michael Porter (1900 &. i%5). The hm k at a competitive strategy in his 
model is an analysis of the coo petitrve forces ta the industry in which a company competes or is 
considering competing. These are :
- the threat of new entrants,
- the intensity of rivalry in the industry,
- the power of buyers,
- the power of suppliers, and
- the thrait of substitute products,
TWy * #  iBastraied m  Figure 14.
These fiv« forws interact to drfermmc the tampetitive atmosphere of an industry. They differ 
between industries and can change over time within an bdtastry. Thus in certain industries all 
competitors can earn a reasonable rate of return, whereas in others few wffl earn more than a
IS
mediocre return. The forraulttkw of a firm's competitive strategy depends cm the relative 
MreagKh or weakme* of the bree& #*Wm k* o#m Wmby.
Poteatial
Entrants
Industry
Competitors
— > Buyers
____ _ ... J
Existing Firms
A
Figure 2.4 : The Five Competitive Form  That Set?, mine Industry Profitability 
From : Porter (’980 : 4)
23,1 Competitive Fortes
13.1.1 of AW New e#*r#mU *o «m mdwry tkwAem to take m Amr) of the
existing markel (or the increment:! marktt when m  industry is experiencing high growth). 
The pnAmWky of comped**** * fWiwtemid by rnlrMU ckhee M « reWt of pnee
conkg of cost ImrreMii The #rcm*h of *b# d w *  of me# tmtrmmts to mm h iW ry  ihpgmih 
o« the bonier* *o erAy mmd eq itihd  #cWhdom from mWm# mmpMkorm. k) emtry
imcWdm the mmmrmW  of «emk emfoyW by domkamt prpdmd # h e K4kbom
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vAere It is duficuU for the entrant to overcome easterners' Icyakks, targe captal inveslmect 
reqiriremeEX high swiich^, eosl? of buyers from ihr mdusti y, icstncted #%«m to 
dWriW&m channels and cost advantages aot depead^e on scale that are enjayed by 
ejdsting competitors Em tii^ comperitws eaa be expected to retaliate vi joronsly to m  miry 
by a new competitor if there ts a history of retJiat-on *  the iodastiy, if tiers are establish.-d 
mmpaaies ia pameasiaa o f siptifiami res^mrcss with «*kh to compete, if edsting 
compelii.>rs have large illiquid bivesinurnfs in the industry and 'J industry growth is slow 
Potential competitors eaa be expected t*i enter the industry when e rpected income from 
participation in tiie industry exceeds the costs of overcoming barriers and surviving 
retaliation effort*.
2 3 .0  fntwtfify 0$ Ri*ouy Ammg Existing Cimfmitfm. A compaay will initiate a strategic 
move in an effort to improve its competitive position Retaliatory moves are inevitable and 
the effects thereof, positive or negative, will be felt by afl competitors. Such strar ;gic moves 
are likely to occur when there are many competitors, when competition is evenly balanced, 
when the industry growth is slow mad expansion can only be achieved at the expense of other 
companies, when there is liitto differentiation between products, when sv."?ching costs for 
buyers are low, when competitors have different goals or competition strategies, when 
companies place hj}*h strategic value on success in an industry and when exit barriers are 
high. The arength of thw particular fort* is n«K fixed : the slowing of growth of a maturing 
i&dustry, new e ^ m . ; and oompetkke moves by players am  aB affect the L -nsity of rivalry 
with n an hdmtry.
23.13 Pmsur* jfom Products. S*#(kW# products are thow which 'perform the
mm, fit -cum as the prtMtac* of the industry (Porter, : 23), Aa aaal)«tt of industry 
should specify al! pfodwtg (root oecesuHrOy an easy tmk) because :.hey eiTecth-elv
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phee pne>s ccUmgs «r aa iadestrfs ^oq%kss. Se^iluie products of most concern to am 
industry are those:
I )  whose owi^  mduilry prcxJuccs high profits.
A  toocerted rampaign by all compeAoR to m  industry is often required to head off the 
threat of a subiuitutc; in other cue* strategic planning should rmigmse tbe inevitability of 
the cmergcncc of ^bMitu-«.
23.1.4 Bargaining Power o f Buyers. Buyers a a  affect industry profitability by forcing down 
p& is, demamKng k jhor m d irasLng Wf suppliers each other. The buyer
grcap erf m  Mustry m p«wcrM w*e8 k |wd5kiae$ large volumes relative to the sales of
whea the pro*KU k purchases represent a alpuAcant proportion of costs; when it 
earas a low rate of wstara ami ts therefore m&m pske «n«iive; when buyers' backward 
ittiegralkm is a pcwdsffity, when toe product purchased « not vital to the quality of buyers' 
products; and whea kiyers hme toSaneetioe dkwit industry c.*ts. A company should 
attempt to formulate a strategy of selecting buyers who have the least possible power
33.1.5 Sei]ptoiMf Aww ef Supptkvs. S^^B en who have the power to increase costs to aa 
Witlltrjr whkh is unable to recover those eetii to Us prices can severely affect the 
prd& al^y  <rf an Mratry. S u p e r s  to as todusB? are fwtkelarly poamrful when they are 
* » e  cooe«tiniied Ac fadtotey, there are no substitute products, when
Ihe to*M#ry *  m t important to the supplier group, when tW pm dw  m important to the 
buying, iadti^ry, whea products are whea tfe j«  are switching eoats and when
they bavt the f.v f ^ i i r d  iutegration.
Whea analysis has defined the forces acting withia as industry aad their causes, a competitive 
strategy needs lo be defined whereby either :
1. ihe five forces are taken as pvea and the tomptoy ado^s a defensive poytioo aeeardin^y,
2. ihfc ccaapany seeks to make competitive moves which will change the balance of th' forces 
to in advantage, or
3. potential changes ia the odslu^ balance of forces are prediciea *od counter-acuve 
sintegies arc devised before competitors eaa do so.
Having described the five competitive forces. Porter (1980 . 34) defines three generic strategies 
whicit, if applied can assist companies u* "creating ... a dcfendable position in the kmg run and 
outperforming competitors in an industry *. These are :
- overall east leadership,
- differeutiatioa, and
- incus.
The difference between the«* three strategics is illustrated w Figure 2.5.
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE
Uniqueness Perceived
byA eC w om * Low Coat Poakio#
STRATEGIC 
POSITION
WMkywW#
Partkular
l-Tgtere 2,5 :TI»ThrwrrfBfrtc Strategies 
Fftm  : Fmtm  (1@S»: 39)
DIFFERENTIATION
OVERALL 
COST LEADERSHIP
PC cum
...............  -
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23,2 Generic Strsfcq^ss
2.3.2 1 Ovmdl Cost ■ eadenhip
This strategy, to become the cost leader in a given industry, rt^jutres that every aspect of (be 
company's operations be run in accordance with the desire to achieve lower costs than every 
other competitor. Every aspect of cost savmg. from economies of scale through refusal to 
take on mar^nal customers to cutting sales and marketing costs, should be pursued 
aggressively High market share tends to be a prerequisite for this strategy Heavy capital 
expenditure is thus required to build up capacity and invest in the most efficient plant. 
Losses may be incurred initially to buy market share by pricing products below those of 
competitors When the cost leadership position has been achieved, excess profits may be 
reinvested in modem equipment in order to maintain the cost leadership position. The cost 
leadership position provides an effective defence against all the five competitive forces. It 
provides a barrier to potential entrants in the form of economies of scale and other cost 
advantages. If rivalry between competitors is intense, having the lowest cost allows a firm to 
earn profits even after til the competitors have competed away the# returm. Powerful 
buyers will only be able to bargain prices down to the level of the next must efficient 
competitor. Having the lowest cost position enables a company to deal with price increases 
imposed by powerful suppliers in a more flexible way. The cost leader will cope best with 
substitute products because it will continue to earn a return when aO competitors are 
suffering losses..
232.2 IXffaentiatkm
his strategy ts to ‘creat|e| something that is perceived btdustrymde as being unique' 
(Porter, 1980 : 37). This can be achieved by design or brand image, technology, features, 
customer semee, dealer network or, preferably, a mubmatioo of a number of these 
t imcBsions Differentiation is often incompatible with a bw cost postitiea because building a 
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utiqtie product may be cmtly. &U customers will be wilting to pay the premium for a 
ffif'treatiated product; so this strategy is not usually compatible with high market shaft
Al first glance a dtffertstiatkm strategy might appear only to deal with buyer power by 
building ia switching costs and lowering price sensitivity beea we of the lack of comparable 
products. However, the four other competitive forces ire also addressed. Increased 
customer brand loyalty towers price sensitivity aad therefore reduces the threat of 
competitive rivaby. This loyally and the uniqueness of tbe product act as barriers to 
potential entrants aad makes the differentiated company less sensitive to substitute 
products Differentiation results in higher margins which allow the company more space to 
deal with powerful suppliers.
132.3 Focus
This strategy involves targeting a particular buyer group, segment of tbe industry’s product 
line or geogrs; hie market and focusing on (hit target "sub-market’. Thus, while the cost 
leadership aad differentiation strategies are aimed at whole industries, the focus strategy 
seeks to serve its target market better than the industrywide competitors are able to do, or 
to reduce costs ir erving a target market The focus strategy therefore adapts either the 
cost leadership or differentiation strategy (or both) to the smrket niche which has been 
chosen.
The defences against the five competitive forces for cost leadership and differentialioo are 
ako relevant for the appropriate focus strategy. In addition, the target of the focus strategy 
can be chosea where the threat of substitutes is least or where the competition is weakest
When one of these three str&repes is not applied aggressively and consistently, a company can 
be in the the position that Po.*ter (19# : 41) describes as being "stock in the mid«fle’ This is a
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*  *e«k poddom. E#em if ekmc#U of emeh W ralep arc p r e w L Aew # a  mol be m A cW i 
kwmrem of m*y ome of ( k  lo pnm d# « r md#q«we J mfmmce y l w  A c emr U * #e
icvcft High mWme n u lomcn  # *  be h *  *p (he b #  eo# voAmrrr; Wgh **g## o m k m M  v *  
be log to  (home 8nma u tk h  k*we mrWmeW dMewmdmbom or h * *  bcm ed  om A# Wgb mwgim 
porda# of U e ca fte f. FWihermofe, becmrnw dM er ofgm«iMdo#ml ere
nect\»mn ** p*m*e A* dWkfeM #n#epe», the a * p o rm*e a *mre of m rom^ * y  we
middk imkf ^ ly tobe coohu ed m d p«* oomfBchmg dgmak mho# pnonUe# k* empln) L#.
A Gim ie Uw pomho* aeed# deepem%e#y to mfJ '  #ome wW deamome eboK (be sifdeg* m v i& 
to be fo&weM, depemdimg om the mmhxre of tme imAmtfy «md the reaowrcmm 4l km v«»pp ; 
movtwcct (rum be## #t«ck im the mxdJk to mppMmg ome of tk# geme *  »
mrrememnly tmkem both h good 4ea! of time mmd mmteimod ef&wt The trmptmlloa M f '
mmotbef (#frmimgfy emwef) mppmm  ^#bw cw  <W5c#Mem we e#coun*e:ed hr r  jpf
akefwme the ofgrmiMbom i» bo#md to Rmd iUdf mKk im the mdddk wmb) «quid#dom.
Each of the gemeiic mUmtegie# hm« km atfeadw* m&*. The geeM&#*d nd*  i  p«' *
g ra te#  are:
i) faUmre to achieve or m*f«* a *ra«egr, amd 
u) eroakimof a fm*o«raKe poaihom aa the mduary ewobe*.
Mom mped6ca#y, the hahi of the coat leadership poaido# are : 
lechmnlngical chamge maHmg pwt m*eatme=B obaoletc,
- imitator# arhimw* k #  coat poakwrna.
- failure to apply mereMar? prodod or market chamgb. amd
Wbtiom im ooata maWmg it <8fBnk to ofkr a auffkkmt d#aco#ml om the prkm# of 
Afkrembated competitor#.
3D
aepnm W rnaw fA m lm noa;
Imfw# mo &
- imitatoc
9 large to eesure brand kyzity, 
K and
The n d  f he tesmmg tiratc® W6 the foUowing
• indu urywidc tow ta d  competitors offer a tower cost than (b: firm seekii^ a comt i a>ed 
focus strategy,
* Indus!rywide lew cost competitws offer a significant discount oa the price of ,rm seeking 
differesi iat ioa th ro i^  focus,
- the prcxiuti offered to the industry as a whole starts to eoauia the same features as the 
differentiated product, and
- competitors define a further niche within the target market and erode the customer base,
2.4 COMPETmVE ADVANTAGE
Porter's (1980) model for ompeutivt strategy is extended in his 1985 work Competitive 
Advantage where a further concept, the "value chain", b  inlrod ced into the analysis of a 
company T he value chain ,iA*ggregatcs a firm into its strategically relevant activihe$ in o*dw 
to understand the behavior of costs and the existing and potentul sources of differentiation" 
(Porter, 1985 : 33),
2 , 4 . 1 ValwOtt to
The mhm chain of a compaay (see R p»e 26) k  a 
performs in order U* 'design, produce, mart 
36). The w b e  chain shoul l be at th
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or the value activities it 
support its product* (Porter, 1985 : 
unit level. The value ch
the total value of a product, ie. the amount ihal buyers are willing to pay for tbc product. Value 
is the sum of the total cost of tbc value activities and margin. Porter (1985 : 38) asserts that 
value, rather than cost, i$ appropriate for competitive analysis because some companies 
deliberately raise their cost ;a order to achieve differentiation.
SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES
Firm Infrastructure
1 i
sian Resource Managemept
! I
* Technology Development ^
|........................  | j j
1 j Procurement  ^ ^
MARGIN
INBOUND OPERATIONS OUTBOUND MARKETING SERVICE
LOGISTICS LOGISTICS & SALES
PRIMARY ACTn; TIES 
Figure 2.6: The Generic Value Chain
Adapted From : Porter (1985 : 37)
The value chain of a company shoal- mo* be seen in isolation but rather as part of a value 
:y*em com j*  of the owm vmke cWm. wpmfrmmm cW w  (dm* of mppKer*)
and downMrcam chains (those cf cbmnck and buyers). So aa organisation’s value chain should 
ac* be seen only in isolation but also as part of a value system.
Wbe* # &m :  W w  ehmm L b#hg k i# Beeemmy %o dhWe emch of A# Wme mebnde*
'•'to different discrete M kW m la dedtfiag how the valve activities should be split up, the 
Maiysl should apply the principle that if activities 
b#**m hn**r T#o*km,
haw a pole^M im pm  m  d S ra tia tio a , m
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- represent a siytificant«  growiag proportion of com* 
they tlioald be treated kKfivkfaaOy (Porter, 1985 : 45).
i ? . 4  J V«lae Actfvttks
Value atiiviiies make : of ^ irchMed inputs, human resourax, same form of Imdmokgy, and 
mfe.matinn. Outputs are information and, m ccrtain cases, fmanaal aiscts or hjMWk# such as 
accounts rcceivaMc, rawntory ot «:ccmnts payabfc. Vdye «$mties can be tfivided uito two 
iypm : primary activities, which are invoked in prodacmg, selling am! supporting Ac product; 
and support mdWdma which provide support to the primary activities and each other. An 
analysis of the. differences between the value activities erf a firm and those of its competitors will 
show where competitive advantage lies within an industry.
2.4.X1 Primary Activities There are five generic primary divides, each of which can he 
divided into sub-activitae* depending on the industry and the firm's strategy •
• inbound logistics : activities concerned with receiving and issuing inputs for the 
final product.
- Operations : a tmtses which produce the final product from the difiereoi inputs.
* UMlbfiMadJfigislia : wWch remve, store and distribute the fir.a! ^ddasa.
- MiriatipfLJmd. sales : #aW tiq which ensure that kqmn are able to purchase the
product and etidh induce them to do so.
- Ssmsfi : activities which provide for the m^ntenance o* t ' , prodtid.
AJihough each of the priaury activities will csst m some tom  or #W m r m ail companies 
and W  play a role in planning for empetMw iifferetti actMties will be critical
W a f fu w la W r l , , .
a
2.4.Z2 Support Activities. There are four gcaeric sappmt activities. As with primary 
activities, these can be divided into sub-activities :
- Procu.emcnt: this is the functioi f  p u rch ri^  m|m!s lo the S m ’s vWw: chain. Inputs 
can be raw materials, consumabtes, plant sad equipment, buildings, and coasukmg 
services, etc. Obviously maey people wiii be for the procurement of the
various inputs and this atII tend to obscure the extent of reaourses used by the different 
purchasing functions in an organisation. This vacam that iasufficieni attention is often 
paid to this area of an organisation’s activities.
perform t*ie aamty. Techeok^gy development refers to aey activities which concentrate 
on improving the product or the process.
Human rcsmircg management - this comitis d  the activities invtrfvr 1 in recruiting, 
hiring, training, developing and compensating employees in 111 areas of the company. As 
with procurement, the responsibility for this activity leads to be spread over a number of 
areas; so its magnitude is not often appreciated. Human resowce management is vital 
for competitive advantage in any company because it determines the skill nd motivation 
of employees as well as the overall cost of labour.
management, planning, finance, accounting and legal services. Unlike the three other 
support functions, infrastructure usually supports the v hole value chain rather than
advantage, eg. the development of appropriate management mformatioo systems.
Each of the support activities other than firm ia&aati%amre exists within each of the primary 
a livttha (as the d<^ted liiws in Figure 2.6 indicate). Far cnunple, there is no smgle 
procurement activity but rath* aa operations procurement support activity, an inbound 
logistics procurement support activity, etc.
: all value activities use one or more types of technology to
: activities falling under this label would include general
individual activities. Infrastructure activities can aftea contribute to competitive
2-4.23 Activity types. For each pritr.ar. itsd suppe n  attiviry, there are three types frf 
sub-activily:
- Pifect: aetmtiM which are diretily involved ta creating valiK f<$r the buyer.
- lat&cct irtivities Wiach afl-w tht cr lmwed performance of direti activilics.
- Qualify Assurance : actmiics whith e«sure that dtret* and indirect activities are 
performed according to Wd down tiandards.
This classificaiioa k * *pn*taot ^ien  competitive advantage L being considered bccausc a 
chanp; in the way one type is performed can alfcct th. others. For esample, more atteni on 
to maintenasa: (indirect) iss reduce manafarturi^ costs (direti). Imlkca adivities can 
also contribute to differentiation via their effect om direct activities but the conventional 
accounting policy of charging aM indirect costs to ‘overbeads* hides this fact, Quaiih' 
assurance is akd often not quantified at a firm level and therefore reductions in the cost of 
these activities lend not to be sought. However these costs can be reduced by introducing 
change * in the way direct and indirect activities are performed.
Companies need to observe the ways in which the different types of activities interact in order 
to determine an optimal mix of the three types of activity for each primary and support activity.
2,4 J  Uakngts
The value activities that make up the value chain are interdependent. They are connected by 
means of linkages wMch Porter (1985 . 48) defines as ‘relationships between the way one value 
activity is performed and the cost nr performance of another'. Competitive advantage can arise 
not only from the value ac*Mdr Nit also from linkages. The most obvious examples of linkages 
occur between support and primary activities For example, better procurement practices can 
reduce the owls of iebtmitd irgtattca, operations through Twrr prodvctkw costs and service 
through better pMwJuet quality. Less obvious linkages east between primary activities and thus
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cm  be diHkua tr  if ntify, /j* $ w  ipk #o#W be inspectioa of incoming raw matcriati reducing 
pr'Kluctioo downtime.
Linka^s give rise to competitive ad^uHafe in two different ways •. via eptimisatkva and via
cfMfdiaaticm. Ofteo a number of different link^es vgiU achieve the same goal, and the optimum
seeds M be found. For example, a company might wish to lower service costs by increasing 
prod’1-* quality. This could be achieved in a number of different ways. Management would have 
to choose the method which will pro'.e most benefida! ,1 the organisation. In other cases, 
several activkies may rased to be coordinated in order to achieve a stand goal. Cor J'umrm* (he 
linkages between these activities mav well reduce costs or achieve diffcrsntiatkm
Porter (1985 : 49„50) defines four different sources of linkages:
- the same function can be performed in different ways,
- the cost or performance of direct activities is improved by more effort is indirect activities,
- activities performed within the firm reduce the need to demonstrate, explain or service a 
product m the field, and
quality assurance functions can be performed in different ways.
Because linkages are often vital to competitive advantage it is important that a company 
examines the ways in which each value activity is affected by others in order to identify 
opportunities for the exploitation of linkages.
Linkages do not raily exist within a company's value chain but can also occur between the firm's 
value chain and those of suppHm Mtd channels. These ■‘vertkaF linkages cam be the source of 
cost or differentiation advantage. Suppliers produce the raw materials that are used in the 
company’s value chain and their vahie chains can also affect the firm’s value chain at other 
points. A supplier’s order entry system am interact with the firm's procurement system yielding 
reductions in msi for both the sdes activity of the supplier and the prociircmenl activity of the
%
company. Downstream linkages wi»h rhanBels or byyears cm pioducc similar mutual benefits. 
DiffereetiMr,!! uhme# mil o$ creaiing value for the buyer through contact with the buyer’s value 
chain - lowering the buyer's costs or raiUng performance. The buyer will then be willing to pay 
a premium fot the prnduci. As with linkages within the firm's value chain, one should 
continueUy seek oppc.rtuniHvs to cotr.ert p^eniiaJ vertical linkages into competitive advantage 
for both parties
2.4.4 Competitive Scop*
The dedm o regardi$^ the competitive scope <J a company k  important because the sct pc 
chosea will affect the value chain. A mmpaay am cJhxmk broad or narrow scope in a number of 
different dimensions. Broad scope allows « mmpany to perform more activities internally aad 
to exploit mterrelatioe&hips between v%lue chaies serving difl>rcnt areas; narrow scope enables 
* company to tailor its value chain to the s pecific needs of a .vget market and to use the 
esqjertise of outsiders to perform tasks that could be feasibly perform*, d in-house. Porter (19*15 : 
53,54) defines four dimensions' of scope t
- Segment scop* : the produti varieties produced and buyers served. The tailoring of a value 
chain to serve a particular buyer group cam lead to competitive advantage thro ,gh focusing, 
Hmvcver, serving a number of different segments within an industry can provide 
advantageous linkages between the value chains serving the > afferent segments.
Vertical scope : the extsnt to which activities are performed in-hotise rather than by 
independent firms. The ^alue chain assists in decidiog the appropriate level of vertical scope 
by identifying vertical linkages wHth may be easier to exploit if vertical integration is 
employed.
- Geagwphk mipe tie of Mglow, countries or groups of cmetries in which - 
company competes with a coordinated strategy. There may be substantial savings or 
improved different iation if v&lwe a tim tia  am be shared between geo^aphic areas; but
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ie creased or dilfetciKc* bcfwwo areas could make a broad geographic scope aa
wiattractive o^ion.
- Itidubtiy scope : the rmge <rf relalti iodytirks ta which a ampaay cmspctes with a 
ox*r<fioatod strategy. As with gcograpbk scope, wide mdt^rv scope cm  provide efimpetiiive 
aimtitigB th ro a t the coordiaatioa of sinitiar value adm tks but the ccato rf  sharing 
acdwtiw may wcU outweigh the beaeSts obtaiaabic.
Tte indutiiy ia which a firm a  competing aad UK current position of major competitors will 
assist ia determining the appropriate competitive scope ia each of the four dimensions. 
Fupbtrmore, defining value chains for wide and narrow scope for similar business activities, 
wtH show the extent of shared activities and provide insight on the relative advantages of broad 
or Barrow scope.
Ia summary, Porter’s thesis of competitive advantage relies entirely on the value chain concept. 
Opportunities for competitive advantage can be found :
- within value activities, both primary and support;
- to fiakagpes between the different value activities within the value chain of a firm;
• in vertical linkages between the value chain of a firm and its suppliers aad channels or 
buyers; and
is the competitive scope chosen by the firm.
These, then, are tile areas on which an analysts of any company seeking competitive advantage 
should be based.
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2J INFORMATION SYSIEMS FOR COMPETmVE ADVANTAGE
WiiMo the last decade, many anodes have beca wriit .a to the masageiBCRi journals ddmg case 
studies x f  mstaoeea where con'pames have made me of bfomatioa s te rn s  (IS) to obtain 
competitive advantage (q|.McFarh.n 1%4, Ives & Learmonib 1934, Wiseman & MacMillan 
1984, aad Wyman 1985). A number of models, many of which depart from the theory of 
competitive strategy as defined by Porter (1980) (see SeefkxB 23 above), describe the use of IS 
w rw mpa idw a * * #*#.
2J.1 Following Porter's (ISM) Competitive Strategy
McFarlan (1984) points <hii that the nature of the industry i which an organisation competes 
deteimme the stnlepc importance of information technology (TT) m that organisation- He 
su^etis that a company should answer five questions which correspond doseiy to Porter’s 
(1980) five competitiw forces :
- Can IS technology build barriers to entry?
- Can IS technology build in switching rosts?
Can the technology change the basis of competition?
- Om IS change the balance of power m supplier reiatioaships?
Can IS lechnokigy generate new products?
An atorm^iw answer to any one of these questions will indicate that IT is of strategic 
importance to the company and should send a si^ai i. ep that IS planning
showd be condnaed at the very highest level,
Parsons (MB) considers the impact of TF on three difTerent levels: the industry k*U. the firm 
tevcl, and the strategic level At the industry level, he shows sh ti IT can affect (he produtis and 
serves provided, the niarketi, and the production economies ot" the industry. At the firm level,
a#
he provides a number of examples of bow iaformation tedmology has amsted coiapaaks in 
rcspondicg to ihe five competitive forccs. At the strategic level he suggests ways in which a 
company can use IS to support the generic strategy which it has chosen, cost leadership or 
dilTtreBtiatioa. A firm is able to cxpead only a limited amount of resources on different 
tDformatkm systems and the range of applications to be developed should therefore be planned 
carefully. In particular, it is important that the systems support the generic strategy selected by 
the company because the payoff from such systems will be far higher than the payoff from 
systems which do net support the strategy. Systems which can be developed when a cost 
leadership strategy is in place are those which will reduce east in design or manufacturing, uose 
which will help to eliminate wa$*e in any area of the business, those which improve productivity, 
and those which can identify marginal cuMomer*. A differentiation strategy calls for syst-ms 
which will improve quality, improve customer service, assist in providing products tailored to 
customer needs or create better product designs.
2J-2 The Customer Resource Life Cyde
Ives & Learmonth (1984) take Porter’s (1980) three generic strategies as a starting point. They 
state that their model is successful for ail of the stratepes but is most appropriate for the 
differentiation strategy. As its name suggests, the customer resource life cycle (CRLC) 
concentrates on the relationship between a company and its buyers. The CRLC is a thirteen 
stage model which describes each stage in the interaction between a firm and a customer The 
supplier company cxn build an IS to provide a service for the buyer at each stage of the CRLC 
(although it may well not prove economically feasible to iastal? an application for ait thirteen 
slagt- ? Developing such systems Mil obviously emtance differentiation and, in many cases, 
buatki in switching costs.
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I
Tfee siages of lie  CSLC me (with exam^es m brackets):
I. EsmMsh requmrwnts ft* resources to he acqaired, by estimating fttfote needs of the 
resowce, (Saiespeopk can be provided w h  temmais which accem the supplier's 
mai.iframe and provide immediate quotations.)
1  T k  aiAomet m m  sptsify the attributes of required resources (Systems vimch will
t gemerMe orders on Mpgkm of spare parts whea the cm km # requires 
s os some item.)
3 The customer mast select a itwes from which the resoirce mil be detivered. (Airline
timetables which list aB Hlghts meeting the customer s criicna )
<t, I ke customer places an order. (Certain suppliers provide oo liae t#der entry s te rn s  it
5. The customer must mtlhimse the expenditure mtd pm  for the resource. (On-line o ’edit 
iiiithamatien (adlkiea.)
6. The customer acquires the resources, (Software or any form of dats. that m porchascd 
cm be downloaded onto the customer s computer or television set.)
7. The resource is tesfed and accepted (Systems whkh display an evaluation of the 
supplier's delivery perfermaaGe.)
S. The resource is integrated into inventory m i  managed, (Systems which allow on-line
update of # customers" inventories when goods are shipped,)
9 Mmitor me m J  behaviour of resources to emure that they are acceptable while still in
inventory. (Systems which monitor returns to a magazine distributor to determine the 
optimum product mix for the customer.)
10. f/ogrsde resources if mfuimd. (Systems whitii monitor saha at customer sites then
pwWm wdvke on hew best to use shelf space.)
II. Maintain the resource (Systems which prompt customers when resources are due for
11 or A p o *  of reaoarce. Um«% A t mmpp## k  #o* mmb# Am rernowo*
m realed. (Systems whidi altow customers who have rented cars to eomcWe the 
trmmmmctinm ##« g  # frrmimml)
13 Xawmf *^r Af /LWr Aw km* bwm ipem* am rmqmvet  (Credk card compame*" 
q#em# #Wc& mdme cudomen of Ac m#om* #pe*x am M w l)
LWmg Ah hiHy deWkd #odd of Ae paW# of oomtmct himmmm m##ppW mmd k* cWcmenK. m 
company cm  decide m  (be area or areas where IS am make the biggest inspaa am rebtiooships 
m lh customers md thereby entente * differentiation sttatsgy.
M J  TT** Tiieery of Strategic Thrust**
Wimemw &  NmcMihm (1904) p uemt # W  Amy rtfer (o w  mm opdom gemerMof. TTm# i# # 
aehe# of quMdom# phmmem cmm mmk «*mm #emrcWmg h r  a r* e * k  oppom mkk *  m«mg I&
The qyesdoM  «md pofprnhml mm«#*i i  * *  giwm h m k # :
XWaf A 7*# 7eyf7  The foe*# of Am pcfeahml oommpedtme mdmwmgf coWd be
om ornen, wppKerm or eompcfkori
(Mw ^#m*yc TAnu' Gem 3# 7&# Hem m#mm, three poeubk  mmfwer*
r e  gwem (WTtf admuoa, co«* mdvmrnM##. mmd immrwmtine Tmmomfir m womld mcWe Ac mme 
of IS to chmmgc Ac mawre of tic i#d#Afy or to deviee me* prodmct#
- What Strategic Mode Cm Be l/sed? Would the sy^^sts to be implemented be used 
ofemeWy (*o mcfemge m oompeUdve edge) or dekmmWy (to mdwee # oom&p*kor'& edge)?
Armedam (y  TVwf C*i A# t/#ed? TW B  oomAd he meed by the nrgwmWinm or 
^nMded (o nmomeM or wpp&ew.
#%mf A^wmmikm SWfb C m  B# Puwm W  mpp#rmd[ ** cm# mmhe pefUcmbr mee
of ek' er prnct^we ^  dM« #orm#e or trmmmmiemkm A A ,  dA n##^ Amee ere mot mdmmD> 
exchmkm.
A
jST1UTEGIC 
TORUST
Differentiaikm 
Co# 
bscwbom
Growth 
AJika.ice
F^wre 2,7 : Framework fw  Idrati^lng S ln t# ^ c  lafwrwatiw S%slems (^pertMnities 
From :R sd to ff«« /( 1985)
Rackoff ar a/ (1W5) expand the Wiseman & M-icMillan 0984) model %  adding two furlbcr 
stratepc thrusts. The one m grc>»th via volume or geographical expansion, or veiticaJ mwyation 
The mher is ailiaiice, where agreements arc formed or acquisitiom made rc>at iig to one of the 
other strategic thrusts. The authors construct a 5 * 3 malm where each of the strategic thrusts is 
matched to the strategic targets (see I *jr« 17). This matrix acts as a framework for the pocca  
«>f platmii^ the development of strategic mforaatioo systems in a company, Rackoff ef o/ (1965) 
describe the ui- of the model m a tekcomfflunieatimis company More (nan 300 ideas were 
by p#M j p W * (rom mM diadphwa im A# compw y, of mh w«ra ra W  w  W k ;
"very high potential* la ? Ukiod to this, the woeeu Showed managers from all parts of the 
eow pamy lb* Mragey: imponamce of TT,
STRATEGIC TARUET 
S#pph *  Cwomer Lonpakof
Po*W ^ * ’’ r (1985) pr-»CBl # F.vc-ticp m (hat allows or^nisaticis 10 ideotif> 
oppoittmils a via t&e see {tf eafmmaiion s^tems. This model
ccmfeftably en«Mopmcs m m  of tihe «m©6i*s used in the previous three and cat thus be used 10
STRATEGIC IMPACT OT THE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLIO
Low High
STRATEGIC 
IMPACT OF 
EXISTING
H * .
Turnaround
Figure 2 J  ? Posltloa ef Information Syntwau ta Varioes 1^-es of Companies 
FMnb ; McFarlan (1984)
15,4,1 Axskbs Infmnmkm Intensity. A  company 'an determine the information ivtc -uiy nf its 
dtfiereut bmaess units. R eseyr«« ^ouM  tvpicdly be S c a le d  to .host areas where the 
iMi,tmation mteniaty is highest MfParba (I%4) p-<md«a a model for suvh au assessment A 
2 s 2  maiitx a  mnstrwted «Mi the (Mpac* of cmting system- om the wrtical ami
ph«#d Ae app&mdom W *  vemchbummcM
m # (see Figure 2J). l i e  quadrsnt marked ‘stf^eyc* the area where iaformation
iat* iity tt highest. loBwed by tmtm&aadr, *fw£mf m i A m  'ittpport*. Business units
where the information iMensky is highest shot .he bulk of corporate funding for IS
utd should be the luhiect of the most mcatioo
15.4.2 Determine the Role o f Information 7- hnoiogy in htdusvy Sfrutur* The elfcct of IT 
treads o# a company's industry sh id be carefully studied is order to pr^dka how they mighi 
affect the five commiittve forces m the industry and therefm-e industry strurturc. A i umber of 
studies such as those of Parsons (1983) and McFarlan (1984), show how fT has affected the 
five conspetilivx forces in certain industries. These p v t aa towticatkxi of likely trends which 
can be used by management to assist in the examination of their own industry.
2.5.43 Identify and Rank the Ways in Which Information Technology Might Create Competing 
Adwti'age. The customer resource life cycle model of Ivei & Learmomh (1%4) and the 
theory of strategic thrusts of Wiseman Sl MacMillan (1984) and Packnff et ai (1985) can ne 
used to food ufTect here.
15-4.4 Investigate Mow fnfc'm Hm Technology cm  Spawn New Businessej. Three genera! 
areas of opportunity exist : sell information created during normal operations, seii excess 
processing capacity, and use IT to produce new products related to Ihe existing product line
U .4 J  O w t p  # jbr TgWwg of 7erW * p i  The mkmmatKx:
generated in the first four wrpe ai :he model should already fcas'e identified more than enough 
oppommWe# k' w#e IT st* Im Am pkme om# #k*W dew k p am mfhom pba whereby
the different opportunities are ranked in terms of likely payoff and co.*.urate resources are 
amdgped *o the mna pmmmmg mmm.
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CHAPTER THREE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN MANUFACTURING
I t  bas been demonslrateo that a factory is 75% information handling sys'em aW only 25% a 
materials handlmg system" (Stiimcr, 1985:63).
Tire trcodi in r.aeufacturing identified in Chapter 1 : reduetioo of Wventoiy levels, higher 
product quality, demand-pulled production and flexible macufacturmg require a vital 
ingredient : informatioo. Without the speedy and accurate processing ot information, such 
toacepts wmid be mere figmenis of manufa<tu.ers' ib  aginations. TTtis chafer describes tue 
difTerent types of information system (IS) in manufacturing, ihe benefits of their use, and the 
potential of thei. integration into one large manufacturing sywem. Other systems that can be 
used to good effect by manufacturers but which w«* not generally conside.ed pan of the 
pCMrlfotia of manufacturing %  inttrorganisational IS, and IS which mmX companies m ihe 
maintenance of their products, will them be discussed
3.1 ISLANDS (IF AUTOMATION
Except where otherwise acknowledged, use information in this section is drawn from the studies 
of Ford f, ai (1985) and Doll & Vondcrembse (1987),
UntU recent tim<» (and tiill currently in many ctocs), information systems in manufacturing 
tended lo be .nstailed dbartely, without aiqi links to uber systems in the manufaviurmg 
envirottmenl. One would thus have a syitem Mmtmllini the produd design phase, another 
controlling production planning, a third controlling material requirements, and so on. As a
*
result , the various manufacturing informal ion systems arc referred to as 'islands of 
automation*. This section describes the differest islands.
3.1.1 Eaeteeeriaf Systems
Computer -aided dWgm (CAD) m#ow the M kwmko of the product de&i i^ phase in the 
manufacturing process. CAD corosets of four basic activities : geometric modelling analysis, 
tes'iag i nJ drafting (Ford «  al, 1985). CAD systems allow the designer to change specifications 
and simulate a mechanism s parts. When the task m complete, the specifications are stored 
eitchoiiieajiy by the system. An enhancement to CAD is computer-aided en^neering (CAE) 
which allows the designer lo check tor mterferesce m d  perfo’tn stress md ATM issis -:m 
mechanical parts
The benefits of computer based engineering systems are the following:
- designer productivity improves because there is mo need to re-draw a design when a mistake 
is made, sade «d|.'*tmeBts are made automatically, add commonly used elements in the 
design process am be stored for future use
- shorter product development lead time occurs as a result of improved designei productivity.
- improved design quality arises from the precision which CAD packages demand aad supply.
- the rbility to design a numbe of similar products efficiently because of the facility to store a
Aemme Mb##q#emlprodoca.
3.U  Mumlftrtiirtafc Systew
Cttmptitof-dided manufacturing (CAM) s  the gut<w«k co,«trol of » her of numerodty 
(NC) mmchmm. To wder*mnd dw WipBrshomi of ( , k i# m#C0 #wry w
mmwmaHm# A# hkw y of NC (GenHm, 1902). Dw#kp#d #k*dy WoHd War H,
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the First NC machines were used for metaJ cutting operations. They ran from a set of coded 
instructions which were punched oato paper "ape. Any changes to the di-sign would thus require 
only a change to the coded instructions. In 1999, machining centres were lust commissioned. 
These combined, into one area, jobs which were prew.usiy performed by several dispersed 
machines. Tools could be changed etfrei.ieiy quickly by instructions fro: the tape. The
machining centre concept thus not only reduced floor space utilisation but also setup time 
Computer numerical control (CNC) made its appearance in 1969 when a minicomputer took 
over the control of the NC system. This was followed in 1974 by the use of cheaper 
m icrocom puters to perform the control fun, lion. The use of computers rather than puin aec 
tape made the updating of designs far quicker and also provided information about m irhine
CAM was first introduced ia 1969 with direct numerical control (DNC). Here a number of NC 
machines (up to 250) are connected to a cent' al computer. The benefit was the centralisation of 
ihe different parts programs ra ther than each being stored at the NC machine itself. In the early 
1970's th e  Rmml step k  the mw hihom of CAM  wa# taluzm the addkkxm of amocated m aterial
handling to DNC, Thk uses automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RS) aid automatic 
vehick systems (AVOS) ta retrieve and transport tools and materials to different
machines and gives the CAM system the ability tr deduce the optimal routing i * the 
production of a part from production data. In addition, should one machine break down, ihe 
CAM system will re-route m-ienals to machines which are still operative.
'Vheo CAM h  impleme«ed if descrfted above, the ’jgiatf mWxod of organising the factory 
floor s to ensure that machines wikh produce simile pets are grouped tt^ethcr This 
anrngemwt k kaowm a# eeWmr mamufarturia* Sef«p dm# ar# redmeed b#ca#a# aWhr parti 
ta*. he produced #f (me, aad ma#arU haadbg reqWrrmimts art
&Unpt i  CeUmar nwaufaet jring * wpported hy gpo#p lafWohgy (GT) wMek riaasifks part:
3#
according to their geometric t r  mamifacMmag dauracterittks. This dasaificatioa 1ias been 
exxemded lo ihe «Amd*dbmdom of k* both dc*ig* m.id mmmWmf ' ring
purposes. GT thus plays a vital role im setting up manufacturing plans dircc*ly from CAD output,
Computer-Aided process ptaaahg (GAJPI  ^uses detailed mformatior. an ceil layout, machining 
requirements and machine capacity to generate a plan containing the wqweoce of w<wk centres 
and the various machining instructie vs, la  certain circmnstantes, design spedfications will be 
quened by the CAPP system and preferred alicrnatives will be suggested by the application of 
OT information If produc! mixes or volumes change, the CAPP system will assist in optimal 
»o**h* to avei potemdml impark; ik' tW k.
Numerous benefits aecrtie to the m en  of the vancm  manufacturing systems :
- reduction m lead time via the progr«Qming of pait and machine requirements;
- reduction in set up time because the necessary tools ran be retrieved aad fitted to the NC 
markuic* aulnmit^calK
ip iSfiwr"] '«w  GT techaiquM specify similar parts which can be
prod need uu ,jme tooting, and cellular manufacturing reduas ihe
dktmmce travelkd i* the prw.
- reduction in waste and imprm-d product quality through more preciv; speofkatkwu and 
the NC machine*’ preaskm (ftssumiug that the quality of raw materials is mEdently high);
- reduction in material h idling voi the w e of AS/RS and AVGS, cellula - r^anufaduring and 
GTtechmiqme*;
» better rtmpome tommm# d#0i #  ehmgwWpWmckbecmme o( the abdk" to pe-yrogyMm NC  
mwchme iiuti uct km# im a CAM * # # * 1  
. wort-* pmcew (WIF) mad Mkkmd #»#& Mdmitio# became of higher quaky
produdioaa»dimpn»*dicbdddk# ##*&#*%
- more cffkieftt sse of floor space tcsuUing f- >m ceUuiar maBtil'aetariiig techniques to 
ratimiaiisc the use of floor space aad edaclions m W!P inventf>riss;
- opfirad capacity uti’isation through belter scheduling techniques; aad
- the ability of CAM to re-route product** when a particular machine becomes unz ailable.
3.13 Production Planning aad Control Systems
Material rcqmremems planning (MRP) is the oc«nputemed process of (klerminmg material 
requirements for future production volumes. Bigp & Long, {IWI) yve aa example of the uac 
of MRT* m a small company which produces dry product processing feeders A weekly master 
production tehedule m coast meted from marketing and sales forecasts, it involves subassemblies 
which are to be made for stock, final assemblies and special items. Each item «n the master 
pfodtietioa schedule is matched to its hill of materials, producing a matmai tr^tiremenis plan 
and works orders. The bill of materials provides information on each different part that is 
needed for the whole week’s production, the quantity to be used and timing requirements. The 
material requirements plan lists the different parts required, the lead times and the date on 
which the job should be completed. Inventory requirements are determined from the MRP 
report.
Manufactoring resource planning (MRP If) takes MRP a step further. It provides manpower 
planning, capital and capacity requirements, and cash flow and shipping forecasts in addition to 
material requirements. MRP II also provides the facilities lo monitor production activities ana 
produce information on costs, target volumes, quality and inventory levels. This type of system 
includes both input from aad output *o such diverse departments as engineering, finance, 
penommd, wmrketm* mod. of eomme, laaaMfacfm mg. The #o#b of am MRP n syaem are the 
imp-owmcm* of prodocdc* wd com* coatnd; redmdom ia iwmfwy; better dedmkxo making; 
mmd coordaanom of the pmthf recemmg, w kiWimg, pmdmcbom mmd dwppimg fmmctiomi
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AMmwgh b  llmi (JTT) cmm bm comWAimd $o be & pmdmalom plmm#kg#y#em, k i# mmm9y
viewed at « wider sa^e : as a manufacturing or management philosophy. LuMiea (1988 ; 8) 
defiaes two main auras for JIT :
- a dcvotioo to the elimmation of afl waste ia manufu*tiring.
Companies applying JIT will be seeking to reduce set up times and lead times; to imprme 
product quality by reducing oefects; and to minimise raw material, WIP and finished good 
inventories mlh the ultimate goal of zero inventory JIT production supports the goal of zero 
WIP and finished good* inventories by alkmmg production at a particular workstation only 
when there k  (femand from the next activity in the production process. So the final assembly 
line “pulls' component parts from all the proious processes and is itself authorised by customer 
demand. Thk implies that if a single machine on the line breaks down, the whole production 
line is halted because there are no raw materials for upstream processes and no demand for 
downstream processes. Became of the rigour of this type of ystem, commitment to it by people 
ai every level in a production department has to be absolute, otherwise it cannot succeed,
3 J  COMPUTER INTEGRATE , MANUFACTURING
Each island of automation discussed in the previous section offers potential t t  provide 
imprjvements to the company implementir^ if. However, as more islantb are developed within 
i  company, the stand-alone nature of these islaeds will empede further impmwmcins,. For 
example, if a company runs bc«h CAD aad CAM systems but these are not connected in any 
wav, a vast amount erf compUcated data output by the CAD system would have to be input 
manually into the CAM system before it could develop tastnsctfons for the NC machines under 
ka oomtrcl C om #** kMymW mmWmUmflm# (OM) ammkm w Wmvmw thma# ddkrem* Wanda 
W o  m eommoa, *)&(*#. MmMfm ( M # )  poW a oW x W  d *  & W lio m  o f CIM  hma pwokmd from
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beiisg asiKxaated with large scale plant automation, through a netwariting and comn.unkations 
oome#pL to aa IS rooospt; «ilfc shared data bes^ used by numerous users from ttifferent 
distipBaes. Doll and Vondercmbsc (19®7) describe CIM as ’prcmd[mg] t  shared database, a 
database management capability, and a commuaka was network to itnk enpneermg. flexible
COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING
PalaBase
M A N W A cnm pm
c d W *
MaenbcNHm#
C m ]  D S ffl
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CAE
C A PP
Flfiire 3d : 11* CIM PartsersMp
P h m : Do# & Vmmdmh## (M«7)
3,2.1 The Looccpl of Computer lateyraled Manuiactming
Harrison et at (1986) potnl oat I he aeasssity of understanding the difference between the 
integration and the linking of two or mere computer modules, eg. CAD and CAM, on two 
diffci ent hardware bases
- Linking occurs when data transmission is possible between the two modules using a data 
format which is acceptable to both modules. Thus component geometry can be specified in 
CAD, the data converted to, say, ASCII format and then transferred to the CAM module, 
transferred from ASCH format lo the CAM formal once received by the CAM module, and 
then used to produce NC instructions in the CAM module
- Weywioq p*uwde* # hwxwmy commnmiaboa between modmkm. Im ihe CAD/CAM 
CJEampir. ihe uwr of the CAD myaem cmm mccea# the CAM loW Rki moo the CAM operat,x 
can make use of CAD geometry, in addition, all product information will be available to 
both moduka The dwcumioo below wiU mimmc imtegrmboo am dcacrA<d here a  in force
3,1 pnmdea a graphic represeLiation of CIM 11* data frnm empmcen*ig. manufacturing 
mmd bmmmem# my#tcm# are mmde mvai?aNe i the components (hr CIM ^mfem A typical 
iremmHn & the effect of a ptmnnet product om the system might
- Emgimmenng Syuemm : bmmic speaficmtiona of ihe prodiki are rrceivcJ by engimecnig from
A demigm * prepmred using m CAD qmtem whkm specific, duacnsKwa. m^enah lo be 
mmmd, etc. The pnxiuct data from the CAD syxtemi im uicd by a CAE gystem which tests A for
poteniuJ stress problems Ceilain changes have to he made and the product information is 
updated. The CAE operator can then make immediate use of the CAD s/stem lo produce 
me* demign printout*.
- Mmmufmctunng Syftemm : whem the produa deaigm hma beem comxpkted om ihe erngmeering 
qwemaa, pmductkm pet&omncl cmm mccew the spedGcmlkiom with group technology and CAM 
qmlemM is, .^ fder lo w# ep imgtn*ctiom# for prodmcdom of the prodmcl Certmim design
sfrdEcatioae tlo mo# meet the requirements of tht NC makhino, Tlwt* me yealificd by d e  
CAM ;r»!e« and cm be modified m  tie  CAD sf&em eatiher by * e  f>roda£tkn peaee 
op#*#ir p *% CAM syttem *  by the desipier. Material and proccssmg m #  caa aew be 
6 * ^  from 6 e prod#m mpedOcmdo*.
■ Pmdmcdw Mmmmg Systcifls : »*en the aew product W scheduled for iM’oductkm, the NfRi* 
if ##Bm  acoeme# the product speti&atictti aad ctefemuixa (be mmo## resource 
fequiicmeais m, w m * L w  lime W ct labrur aad tsaterials. Total prodkKSian lime is 
rdmWmd mmd dWnbwdom mmd xh# wb& depw tm W  mo(LI#d m# #» mhm 10 A e 
AmWmd prod* !  Wkk m qmlem im place, &# omdef h r  A# mqWmd m *  Im
amm#mmda#y gmmwated ke dd hw y mbmdy bWome peodmrdom k  m&m# ## WWm Am 
p m d # a  0  bmkg mmmmiifmAwed, mbnmWiom from ih# hela#y B w  k  W o Am M M  n  
myamm mmd mmy wfkmemm be repoMad 10 d *  rnpynykmm plmmmm, mmL% kf*mmdom 
to  Am n u tk g  dmpmrtmoM.
The M kmkg bmmmEn 8 0 #  from* ihe Wegrmxiom of Ae iBMumW Wmmdm of mmlmmmuo*:
- miegraikm. of the stands reduce* A# mdirecl labour wMdi would previously hr/e been toed 
#0  pnwWm mmmwmrfmembmfweea Am dUXeiruf modmkK
m wmgk me* of mpmnfkwinmm e&Mm h r  cmrb prodacx rmAm* Amm mmMpAm mAm. Tbk wdmemm
i ;r risk of ehmges not being trmsmitled to ail the relevant Brodeks,
smsl tibanpss to products are dedk with f*r mate effideatly because ot shared data,
kad te e s  for me# product dwdopmmml «re Ao#t# because des^pi mkonumUoa can be used
m»of#r#pWXyby 'fattioa pen oameL
- the msBufstfuriog process is more flexible because lead times are reduced mmd sraad 
ehomgmm cam ommAy be msde. This enables the company to respond more rapidly to changes. 
&m Am mmika* mmd lo perduce ome o# prnductu, if»:qmkmd,
- the informational output of the muibple-module sysiera imprfnes maHagement's ability to 
manage a complex multi-product eavLronmcni and improves their eontroi war the
3 J J  Problem# of Integration
Despile the promised benefits of UM. * rweW utody has shown that European companies lend 
rather to opt for islands of aolom*tioB when purchasing computer systems for use in 
manufacturing (De Meyer, 1987). Whether this reflects fanning for a phased implementation 
or CiM of a desire to avoid the potential ttifiicuilies pereeiwd ia CIM is not dear What is 
oertm# m thM the wtegrmhom of the dWkremt of mWommtM# #  mot a mmpk mMkr #md 
should mot be treated lightly Two majof pnibiems in this process are identified is the literature, 
namely redundant lata, and lack of hardware and software standard*. Tke*f'  are d r-cussed 
ktow.
12-2.1 The Need far Common Treatment o f Data, fa most companies, databases are 
distributed because each discipline s database has been created in response only to (hr 
needs of the creator and without any heed to potential redundancy (Martin, 1988). This 
leads to the kind of utuaticn described by Appleton (1964) where ‘the typical manufacturer 
has at least five (and up to 35) different types of part numbers, three (and up to 1U) types of 
W h of mmcHeh, amd from mb to 20 types ^  co*&." The po##mfW proMem# iavobed im 
aemdmg an nrgmmiMdoe detabmc a*d stajdmrdismg «imafmrt#rimg Imfoimation are 
enonmo*. The legeno# Mmrtme Co. spew N o  yean rapmgrsmming the* emdre 
lyntem imb* »  Wcgrak d  torporata datmbMe me### I# ofder ^  o*ercoast  thk proWem 
(Dormam,!*?).
4)
1 H 2  AW " ## Mmmy oompmme* that u*c m ac (ham one of
the iUmmda of MlomMin# mL Sad thmf A# vmnoa* mpp k mELmm nm o# hardware w *  
difk ^ memdom *#h dMkre#! opeMdm# eplmma. Aho. app&cadoa* pmrkmgei art _^a#y 
#rktem im dMkrew progTammimg hmgrnegw. (Afpklom, 1W ) la wch wNadonm. there *iU 
be mag* prnN#m& Im d eck  pimg m WeHmce pfokxo* #o ah w  da(a (r#Mkr & 'he le#ek 
reqmired to Wrgrwe ra&er Aam, 2 .  (ae# haiam  3.1 ^xwe) the di&reaf gykcmm and, im 
some cmmea, Am im iampmmAWe. Im o lW  caaom amamy of the i$amd-akmr pmcka% .^ akhougb 
excstkot in Ihtit mm  sphere, cannot he integrated at all (Huber, 1987),
33 INTERORGANISAtTONAL INFORMATtoN SYSTEMS
ThkmccUom mefyM^F*mmm&om the aMldeby johmamom* Vkak (1908).
Am Wrmrgmmdaadomal iafbrmiaMom qmxemm (106) k ome #Wch ia mharr 1 by t*o or more 
Tmrpasiea, m&wWg imhrmadom to be tramdened acroaa orgamkarkmal bot./^nea. Smcb a 
(wffm wi] be im#Wed by ome of the orgambmJoaM maimg W (the %poe&*) amd *iD provide 
henclk# h r emrh of the pmftkipmmU. A #e#-kmo*# emam^e of am I OS m the ASAP lyaem ma 
by Amcncae HompW Smpp&y. Termum* dmted #o the ASAP ayaem were ptaccd m the brnyimg 
de pan menu cf Ammerka# Hoapkal Smppy# coaMmera, alkmimg thew to emtcr the* ordrr* 
uirenly imto Ae SuHeqmem* emkmmcememlm k  ASAP were the addkiom of an imvemtory
control m)dimk (hr oMomer* amd a fad&y #of nwo&ierm to order com* petit on prrdmct# 
(hromgh ASAf, he #hkh mervkt  Ammncmm Hoapita* Smpply charge* a ke Si*6ncan( benefit* 
&om the myatam Wdmde bm#t ia mmAdh&ag eoah b r  eaatcamera. fee imcwne from an 
imfraenmame #hk& ##a akeady W (kern. Mnmmba# abomt maarket bemdm and a mgmfkaM 
redmdiom im A# imdkma khomr ra#|m red Mppom maba. 7&e coaapaaqF tripkd it* male# vok/m* 
*mh ^ oe^hpNe Wcmwa im om ^aer
*
33.1 CattforMag lattrergeBkatioeal Mdferwetiee Systems
An IOS can be e«egori»>ul ia Am* differcitt ways to assist with the idcniUiaitioa of strategic
opportuakiei :
1. The Business Purpose. Aa IOS can be designed either to gem advuita^ <mt cmnpetitors m 
the bask bd&teas o t As spomat, or to create an entirely new business for the sponsor via 
the use of &e IOS The sponsoring company then decides who may participate, wha. 
information will be made available to participants and wW costs the participants will face.
1  Partkiparts. Customers, dealers, suppliers and competitors are potential participants. The 
sponsor most ensure that the system wiil provide a perceived benefit to e»wy participant, 
both to the organisation as a whofc* and to the individuals within the organisation using the 
system. The wpomat must be certain of its relationships with participants ia order to decide 
oo appropriate levels a t data availability, security and privacy for every partMpanL
3. The Fm ctim  o f th# IOS. nitree hmtikMal kw b an? pos^de.
• Boundary transactions are those which only provide acr-is to the "boundary" of the 
sponsor's systems, eg. order entry tramsaakms. Some of these will also includc 
ahernMive product delivery alternatives or special promotions, thus
banning two-wy transfers of d*la
- systems attow part«ipants to rtirime and analyse certain items of information as
well is perfotfB boundary transactions.
- Internal t Jhdei of the IDS esabte partkipants to input, More and manipulate data 
whkh are eot aceMaible by Ae spemsor. Fartkipattts can tlarefore make use of the 
pm@wW#pmmpwMedby&e#p@a0Of.
4?
These three levels progresihtely kuatme ia complexify The uroal route taken by # sponsor 
u 'o  bepn by providing bouixl&ry truuKtioai and then gradually tncreue the cnmplenty of
the facilities ol&iedL
When the dev t^opmeol of a poteittial IOS, manaymettt of the sponsor should
determjie the thnm of the system in each of the categoric* defined abrivc tNued on the tosis 
and benefits of the envisaged system.
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the sponsor of an IOS 
at
fee b
1> a laisef scope of cwlomm,
2) more visible products,
3) participants rewarding the sponsor for a useful system, i
4) customers wishing to deel wit] 
a m s e d  e o ^  for
s ia a r  i«Xi wfehoia beae&ting fr«a i t  Therefore ^*sasm  must 
i as possible to induce other fktss to pftrtic^tte ia their
fk to m
- reduction in c r< l«eiilr/a« lu rvcW c^ costi,
* S eam ed sales through improved co.sromcr s m te  mA a "Kgb-tech" m%s,
- support, b tx d  on wk& tte ^ s , »ad
- the potentiid of supporting a jusl-io time purchasing programme.
5.4 IVFORMAHONS SYSTEMS FOR PROnLfCTMA»NTT>.ANC C 
This sccli<m is entirely drawn from the article by We# & Vitale (198A).
In 198^ the car repas indi^iy m the United ^tates was worth $50 biBion. Fm ther billions were 
spei$! on the repairs of household appliances mduslriai machinery .*d farr-mg «|oipment; and 
on comfHiter hardware maintenaBce m^racte. Despite the vast amounts of money expended on 
maiatesance in m e  form or another, Ihfc potentials of this market have, in the main, been 
ignored by management. This section tiles some examples of companies which have installed 
maintenance systems, then covers the different areas in maintenance where IS can be used, amd 
finally Mstt some pot- nlial benefits of the use of IS for maintenance,
3.4.1 Examples of Installed Maintenance Information Systems
1. Ship Engbm  A manufacturer of freighter engines, has WwdW a system which illows A #  
captaim to link into k  via s#te#e v-'hen an engine on their m m £ tmsais 4mm. Wommadom 
about the damage end the ship's position is transmitted. The splem A#m W W ha tW 
r q # r  faritoka dom l to the carreal pmitkm tif the sWp, mitates the transportation ■ the
2. E kvatm . Otis Heealer, lac, has iwesdy instated a eew sptem to cotnrol reqaejts for
fepah-s. Cafls are swM el W a central corporate switchboard whence mrmx 
personnel am dispatched Wm local office*. Service persoanei can access a database 
#
conlMUBf cticteBaace re cords of tOetev«tofs. The s ite o  lus proved cxireKcly sacccss. :^ 
to the quality sod mqp«*ee at Ot»’ service iMMtiea m i tiso ^ovkks corporstr
maa^eiaent with ^evkHialy onmeai^s informatkm on the a m p ta f*  sc tvk t huKtion.
3, Cmdb Cords Aiaerion Ebqwesi have Uunched @ whkh (kmblcs the
piaraatev period for say s^iance purchased with an American B^esa 
card. Card users qualify by simply mailing proof of purchase to American Express. The 
progranMBe has tooreased the mmWr of e^Jhddars and the number of high cost 
purchases, and also provides vehtaMc ma^iet infrwrnation to American Express.
3.4J  Areas te MtiatfBaiwc Where Inf^tcattoa gyttm*. earn be Used
Any majntenanff task can be viewed in (he following way : a Sriggrr akrts the user that 
semetMag is mtssg, various tn/orm^k>a inputs are obtained to assist with the performance of 
the malnt •nance; the maintenance task is perfmned; and a number of infcrmatkm outputs are 
produced as a result of the maintenance. IS can be used ia setting up trigger*, providing inp ts, 
and ao»ptii^ outputs.
3 4.2.1 Triggm wAtfy the wtr tsi a problem requiring mainteaMMX.. The votU  possible 
trigger for a user Is when the product ceases to work, IS cm provide less drastic triggers for 
the foItowa% types of maintenance operation :
: setf-<tiayp<^k ccmtrd sterns cm be bui*t into high corf produds to alert tne 
user whm maiittenance is required. Another posftfitty is the me of t  . .i?»putei systems 
which aee^t ctrttkal data about the product amd then identify required repairs.
- Prevention: ES can W st to the identification of preventative maWemanae reqwementt, 
eitl^r to terms elapsed time, or as resuh dF ^pmtiag ertesri*. Oam  a^ain, higfc cost 
items ee«AI posses a buik-ia trigger m  •  simple appBeatioa couW call or totom users by 
post when suf5cknt time had elapsed to iustify preventative mamtenanc .^
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• EfllaajaiaaU  : cuslomefi *re often unaware of po.eitti*! cnhMcemeitti ual«a Ibey arc 
contafted 6y the supplier. Information systems whkh contain information about the 
user* a t * company's products could provide the trigger although this information is
#@ obtain and would probably regent creative thinking on the part of the 
manufacturer.
3A2L2 htfm a to the maintenance process are vital and IS can assist in getting appropriate
iapw #m iW  tMmaLamance can W carried on# speedBy:
- Personnel *npu;m IS can tMKk the whereabouts of service persoonel, match skills with 
damaged products and schedule the time of maintenance,
- Pmdua*. In «rt*tn casfev kxatifl^ a broken down piece of equipment might be a 
difficult task. An IS can contain kaformatfem abont the locations of a customer's 
equipment.
* Symptom* of defect. High priced products cam include buih-in sensors whkh provide 
information on operating probteus.
- E ldl. Hwiiy kfcntified what part need replacement, service personnel need to obtam 
those parts. Parts inwntories whkh include the location of each item in stock are 
extremely useful here. Also, systems whkh monitor maintenance can inform the 
maintenance person whkh parts are most likely to be needed whe i he/sbs is making a 
call.
34JL3 Once fcrifamatioe from the maintenanae proeess k  a-ptured, outputs pnMde a
muhitude of useful info,Tnatio"
- Customer* are iniormed that the maintenance is completed. This could take the form of 
i  or a  of Qfes of inaiBteBaTO p e r ta ie d  and a breakdown of the
costs.
*
the desigB of a product.
- Sapf^efna a  be rivea of tl» of theif foak.
- M eW BBHl eia be WWmed ts  to status of a request for mimteaancc^nd producthity 
Wmmadem can be prowded abom Individual employees, 'V.partmenls and customer
BuMite ef Mutatewwce W m mmMem SysteMM
PomMm benefks from U applied to the maintenance ftmetioa are :
• tniprotc^ ^stomer rdalkmslups arising out of quicker response to problems,
• higher re purchase rates of previous customers resulting from greater satisfaction,
- lower cotis in the mainteaance faactkm, and
- hif^ier Mure production qualky dtK to feetftack from maintenanos.
CHAPTER FOUR
STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TO MANUFACTURERS
The computer bas e? fed production cconcmkai more than « y  other single factor" (JeSaek 
& Goldhw, 1984),
The {previous chapter concentrated on the use of IS in manufacturing Although it identified 
some potential benefits from the different types of system, little men,ion was made of possible 
strategic sdvantages to companies wmg IS in manufacturing. Strategic advantages from osmg 
IS in manufatiuniqi beeome a company makes use of the technology at in
dispmal to ati oe ks m m  anlqpte cempedtiw sitiuiion, the prodiKt o f enriroamcntal, industry 
m i organisational characteristics. Tbm, "just Having the technology does aoUdmg for the firm. 
The trkk is 10 put it in the hands of creative, innovative people who will develop novel uae# and 
appBoikms..." (b U t* M  & Hffl, 1987).
This chapter will consider some of the strategic opportunities which have arisen in practice and 
whkh could be used by companies. Specification of seven generic opportunities will follow, and 
finally some strategk possibilities for the future win be suggested
4.1 EXAMPLES
4.1.1 H i  Boeing Cerperntlen {Goldhaf A  Jelinet 19R3)
Boeing has used CAM teduwlogy to set up a parts crwtrol i
aUowcd de^gners to desipi the 757 and 767 a» ajft 
to start the second design from scratch
n
s for 1J NUkm parts. A CAD 
hammshr, n iJm  than I
4.1 J  Cypreu SewiewiAictni (Mcicdilh, 19v )
i Hai WwaBM* automated w e * o a S ^ g  squipmeot wkidi altows a  three-day fttrnaround 
, Overseas competfton  m ^ t  take up to m  week* betweee order and deBvery. Cypress 
Boverthee
44,3 Gnaral Ektiric (Jelinck A CokBar 1984 and Kaplan, 1986)
me of computers was made wbee tk» General El^trk plant in
e md locomotive weeks to Erie were automated . The dishwasher plant is operated by 
a (it  opposed to thirty previously), WIP inventories have been nsdeced by S^%, and 
its service call rate dropped 50%. The production volume that would previously have r 
he locomotive factory can now be produced m sixteen hears.
4.1.4 Geacrat Maten (Jefinek & Goh&ar, 1984)
General Motors used CAD to reduce the size the Cadillac Seville ami to produce the X-body 
car a year quicker than manual methods would have allowed.
4.1 J  lllleois Tool Works (ITW) (Meredith, 1987)
ITW qperntet m a market whkh has reduced the time taken to develop, test and seH products 
from three years to six month*. Introduction of GT at one of their plants has enabled them to 
compete at this level and has dramatically reduced inventory le *  sad labour usage, in 
y attows ITW to customise produas for customers.
Co. (Doraaa, 1967)
m imptemeMing CIM is the U SA  Results of the gamgramme 
days a week; 70% of parts produced are being 
Sir the first time - fltttottfr is ^ ts  a major demand on the W ot#  and the 29 weeks
to 14 weeks.
4J.7 l i d  Cafpof<i— (Mefedith, 1987)
Intel, Ml prepared to grodwes cusitMnised i^efrded droiirs which only one
cttMcaner «ro«tld boy, are tow sakk« u e  ol a CAD pKiuge wtiicfa tDow! cmtoaiers to design
tteir own eUpt.
The Meae ficluBitt im ory macUne- variow metofa into compo-jeots for ft^ e r  jets. There are 
twenty fm r machmk^ dl controlled by one compotcr. Beoefits achkvcd from the
system are : rcductkms in lead times by %%, the munber <rf machine by 44%, floor space by 
39%, pc.~«oanel by U% and overall annual eow by 24%; as well as machine ptilisation of 
75-80% compared to 15-30% lot' standalone rasdines.
4.1.9 Prcrtvsa Saw Co. (Meredith, 1987)
Peerless invested Im a computer controlled laser cutler rather than conventional punch presses. 
This raeheed lead time from 14 to 3 weeks. When cutiameis beard thm Peerless was Ming the 
laser cutter, they bepui to ask for small modificatiaM to prevkms ewifaars. Tto company 
responded to this by supplying safes representatives with terminals whkh could link in to the 
Peerless computer, maNing the saksperson and the ctattomer to ^pee# the required design 
together.
4.1.10 YaEuumUMacUiwv7Ci)mpmiy(KapUB, 1906)
The tnsfaflarion of a @ e#k manafacngiag sy^em by Yamazaki led to redatiion in machines 
Wm 68 to IS, in employees from 215 lo 12, in flc-or ipxe from 103 0U0 sqasre feet to 30 000, 
and im w v fip  praeeiii^ time * u e  35 dap to LS.
4J  GENERIC OWOItTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Altbot^ii m ma ^oerk opportunilies art specified bdnw in t  discrete way, ft sbotild be noted 
that the aatore ei tibe tKmefiB lo be gained k  no* «fecr«e Certain systems can contribute to ail 
of the generic opportunities, and if one opportuntty can be achkved by a system, others might 
flew MUmBv. Umb tatiegormtioa is not Wended to imply some form of mutual exclusivity 
between the different opportunities whkh are defined^
4X1 Coat Savings
Perhaps the most obvious opportunities whkh are available to a company contemplating the 
implementation of IS ia its maaufactunng operations ate eost savings. These savings can be 
achieved without cemplele integration of the islands of automation so a company can make a 
reasonably modest investment in technology and still achieve benefits. Substantial cost 
reductions can be achieved without spending the billions of dollars whkh a number of 
American companies have invested in installing CIM systems. The potential savings can be 
dmded Sato five different categories:
1 Labour savin#L These can arise fmia reductions ia labour requirements or from improved 
productivity RediKtioiH in the labour requirements occur whep :
• « company changes from manually or <rated machines to NC machines,
- the information transfer functkw in CIM make ckrkal w k e n  redundant,
- rWmeed myeatcay tevcti tawer the r^airement for warehouse staff, aad
• highrrqatftyo^pBtredaccstSercqmremcot for manual quaftydackfl^.
Productivity m|:rG%cmenu are aumsrotts:
- designer pro-Juctivity through CAD,
• pr'jgramiaer productivity wten stand alone NC machines become computer cnntroUed.
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- decfoiofls sbout Ae m t hmeai to be used, the routes through the factory and the 
maWmk required far each product are made by the CAM wptem rather than by 
productioa penoooel,
- production manigcmenl prcviouity responsibk fof daily schedutim ve freed by MRP II 
to address urgent production line problems,
- an MRP II system will optimise manpower utilisation in production,
- the information output fr«n an MRP II system will replace that previously collected 
manually by costing department personnel.
2 SMttilSillSSi These occur when:
- cellular manufacturing techniques improve factory floor layout,
- less storage space is requitd because of smaller inventory holding,
- chaiyqvcr from manually operated to NC machines reduces the number of machines 
used,aiKl
- clerical staff become redundant.
3 Inveatmeitt *jvinfs. A company isvestini m manufacturing, MRP, MRP D or JIT systems is 
likely to experience a dramatic reduction in raw material, WIP and finished goods im , itorv 
levels, Thtt releawa hmds prevk»isly imested in inventory. By improvii^ inventory 
mtn^prtm nt and alkr#iiy ptoductioe-to order, tibese systems will reAsee the holding of 
ofeMlete Hock, Mote tsxm m  machining and less human intervention m the physical 
production process reduces waste and re work.This saws itvestmcnts that would haw been 
made in mseHab, Lbo«, machine capacity and other ovcrheaib when waste products were 
produced or reworked.
4 PacartBMi Mvinya- NC mmHAmm lead to he nuat* relahte than thorn operated maamllv aad 
mm less likely to break down. Tint redness the losses knpfkk in downture • tost sales, 
dclerioraiior ia cwtoawsr re take, tm4 w*-mmwy of hibeer and <*tiher overteads. Losses 
«e  ewes greater wbca JIT ^rodoctioa oetbotfa are being t»ed : the wbok iiBe stO(» wben a 
sa^k madiine bre^a dows. a  CAPP wf&tm caa re-r«itc productkm whea a machine 
breaks (kjwa this avoidffigsost f {he dowBtime cods.
5 Two auuntenanec cost we mesidered hm s : mainteoancc by
&e manufacturer of te  own products sale, and pUmt maintenance A CIM syaem will
products ef M^er quatey those produced by conventional systems (see 
fcsHewtag seetioe). As a nmA, the prodeetii wed by aalcsners require significmntly less 
■wmffifnmcf  Am W *##ed CAD/CAM system allows a company to make rapid changes 
wfcea minor derip i huks «e  detected. TMs wfll ia turn reduce maintenance costs caused by 
tihi fauk fb m  makttesaaee eosbi are aJtto reduc^l beeeaae more reUabk machines are in 
Me (see previous point).
If a cost saving strategy is followed, the eost of the systems to be implemented should be 
weighed up sgamsf the expected savings ia production ossts. Abhcnigfa savings may not be easy 
to quantify In seme ewe, assuming zero savings in the cost-benefit caku!«ion (whkh often 
happens by defauM) is less accur^e than m#hn#% an amount. Lowei costs are bound to flow 
fceei any pfogramme to provide some or aS <rf the systems mettfiooed above. However, the 
more comptea a system is, the higher the co«. In many cases, k would be difficult tu jusiify a 
complete CIM tgmm on the W *  of cost saving* only. The use of other genetic strategics 
would probaNy be neceasjry to justify such a system.
U IQ m m ?
A  souMe MpeS of the p*floe^ties of companka wlikh h»’ s io'f^siested IS in 
8ti*Mdheto*ig k  tteir cmphagW ea h^h quality & produtikm, quality beiaf <feli8e4 m 
ooafofmancff to «pec#a*l@m (KapUa, 1986). Mott quaiky-rcbted inij^«weiaci«s wiil flow 
from the attitudes of emmkgee# : tte  best mmu&mmag &f&tm in the world will yield no 
d  pcodiidioa pm & m d  awe not mmcwmed wkh the quality trf their work.
Using IS m mmefaesmrnG can pnWde oppwtuaitks few hi^er quality in three ways:
• the mmmzOkm of iM product desigs via a CAD pxekage leads to bt^er speeifkatbas ar.d 
therefore the quality of output will be h^er,
- the atachtwa used ia a CAM ^#em are like1: to produce higher quality output than those 
operated manialiy,
- tike me of mgchtias which haw 1 0 0 % automated tnspetiioa means that defect", are signalled 
as &ey eemr and «tioo can be taken. This results in far higher quality of total
output Ihea a manual prodiKl«Mi system where a whole produ<3k» kst might be
belm  defetii »re SBCGwensl, aswl
- when CIM m ia place, data are traasferred autotaatically thus reducing the likelihood of
As fBgffflftrdl earlier m this section, the moti important component of any strategy for higher 
It the parttcipaUoa of emgkgtm* If employees resent the impWeBWoa of new
a e^fc^U 'w eee^ .
-0.3 Hespease Times
Intioducing a CIM system ie pbcc of a m osual system would resuil in massive reductions ia 
lead time ami throughput time. Time cam t : :.'ved:
- by tsiog a CAD system rather than a manual o 'stgn tystcm,
* by allowing the manufacturing systems 10 access iroduct specifications directly from ibe
CAD system rather thao inputting them mani tf-fy,
- by using a  CAM system to program machining requirements rather than manually 
programming a machine,
- by using CAM specifications to set up machines,
• by OT amd CAPP klermining possible routings (including the optimal routing) for a 
product rather then using a manual system whose output would u,mt likely be a single (not 
necessarily optimal) muting,
- by using AS/US and AVGS rather tnan manual labourers to transport tools and materials 
lo the appropriate machining centre,
- by using NC rather than manually operated machines, and
- by an MRP fl system which ensures that raw materials are ordered in time for a job and
that personnel are scheduled optimally.
Obviously, the relevance of certain of the areas mentioned above depends on the types of 
application being ran and the level of system integ'ation.
The reduction in both lead time and throughput lime is of strategic importance Althov^h 
customers will tm  always be willing to pay a premium (although in some cases they will) for 
qittelt delivery, a company whkh can consistently deliver quicker than its competitor•> is likely to 
land more orders. Customer relationships will also be strengthened if consistently fast delivery 
timer are achieved. There may well be first mover advantages lo this strategy because any 
customers who are won over on the strength of quick delivery are unlikely to order elsewhere
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4 £ J  RkjpNtte Ttoei
Introducing a CIM system in place of a manual system would rtsuti ia mamve reductions in 
lead time and throughput time. Time can be saved:
- by using a CAD system rather than a manual desiga system,
- by allowing the manufacturing systems to access product specifications directly from the 
CAD system rather than inputting them manually,
• by using a CAM system to program machining requirements rather than manually 
programming a machine,
- be using CAM spedfieatioas to set up machines,
• by OT and CAPP determining possible routings (including the optimal routing) for a 
product rather then using a manual system whose output would most likely be a single (not 
necessmly optimal) routing,
- by using AS/RS and AVGS rather than manual labourers to transport tools and materials 
to the appropiiate machining centre,
- by using NC rather than manually operated machines, and
• by an MRP II system which ensures that raw materials are ordered in time for a job and 
that personnel are scheduled optimally.
Obviously, the relevance of certain of the areas mentioned above depends on the types of 
appScabor being run and the level of system integration.
The reduction in both lead time and throughput time is of strategic importance. Although 
customers will not always be willing to pay a premium (although in some cases they will) for 
quick delivery, a company which can consistently deliver quicktr than its competitors is likely to 
land more orders. Customer relationships will also be strengthened if consistently fast delivery 
times Me achieved. The e may well be Brrt m ow  advantages to this strategy because any 
customers who are won over on the strength of quick delivery are unHksfy to ord* - elsewhere
#0
ualess competitor befier ths firm’s de livery times. Quick deiiwry a  as especially strong 
advantage over competitors whose products have to be imported
A further advantage of reduced lead and turnaround times is the company's ability to respond 
to changes is the market If market trends are carefully tracked, trends towar s changes in 
nroduct preferences will be noted ia their early stages. Assuming that all competitors m the 
market receive this information at the same time, the company which has the shortest lead and 
ruTnaruua<l time WH extract the best advantage horn the change. As important aspect in ths; 
area is that of rafflmuaieatkm between the marketing and production fwictr.ias, as production 
■uuit be informed immediately any charges are considered is order to make optimum use of 
the ndwmugm.
4X4 CBitifBiisatl®- .'
fhe ms of a completely integrated manufacture^ system offers companies the opportunity to 
deweltjp cuslom*lwih prcxlucts for different customers. Using CAD with the customer's 
participation, exact spetificstions for the desired product can be obtaaaed. The link ber» cen the 
• aD  raodrtle and the maauL luring systems allows a v*i.. .fansfer of dtia to the CAM and/or 
(IT amd CAPP modules which then determine the machining requirements and operations 
schadak for th** Droduct. The product is then ready for production. The extra cost of such a 
semee to customer* over the cmi of a mass produced item wnuto be the designer's lime (unless 
ihe pmdM  was designed entirely by the customer), the prcresemg co«s of the CAD and 
rr m ^luring and pm.ibie .vlemmmunicaiions costs (if tLd dealgm is performed at the
custnmer'a she*.
SiKcrsifuJ imokmemtfiKMi of 4 pn-dui t customisation strategy is likely to reduce the power of 
b*g#i*hy ua*md*dm*#w#ch**c(a*m. I k mavw  k  k  ##wly mstaMed fk d N e
6i
|  facility is actually syfftdenUy flexible to provide such a service before offering it 
to customers ; lailuie to meet promises would seterefy affect the compas's image ia its target 
market. II m  mp&ka&aa n  the first ia its industry to offer such a ysrvke socxctofully in its 
r advantages (a sustainable competitive advaiuage for the firti com ply to 
J advancement) might well accrue, thanks to new customers who would 
be wwr ow» {taA %ept) by tte  new tedm d^y.
A somber ef important issues need to be addressed before a company can expect to achieve a 
strategk advantage through customisation :
(W 7) si ctis that, in ccrtain industries, customisation might become m  
OTBtmcm^acc that it will be the basis of competition. Companies' strategic success will 
depend oa whether their systems are able to customise products efficiently, and on their 
ability to communicate with customer* ir < .-«1er to ascertain their needs 
- in many <wganisations there is virtusiiy * dvtl war between different departments. The type 
of sytitees contemplated here would affect the design, engineering, manufacturing, sales, 
marketit^ and finance department, in one way or another. If one or all of them believes tb t 
the system or the customer U ,heir personal property, the system is bound to fail. Unless 
d^wrtataitt are prepared to "integrate, there is no point even contemplating such a
v
h atioaiers w'j! undoubtedly be prepared to pay a premium to obtain a custon-isud 
(^oduct, the premiun cannot be set tiu  high if competitors are producing standard products 
oi good qtotfky. The objedive of the computer systems contemplated here must be to 
a at competitive prices.
It seems dear that if the CAD and CAM 
levels of customisation could not be achi 
and
of the system ar* not integrated, such high 
because of the lengthy aad costly process of
ossmweteeefsupe
am ufattttfing rysfems were based m  Ibe Henry Ford philosophy : 'You caa haw 
any fxtkm you want so hag a  it a Mack*. The# syslems were cootiruflcd to provide 
c<x>iK)mk» of scyte - the pfoductioa of maay kfcatkal components in cyder to rcduo: umt costs
■ aaucbpoudA e.Theraaiarcioooforthktaethodof ptodtictiofl was the fact th»i settingup
thepfO!ittctio®trf*aew«Joiponeot was eoormoasiy imeaMMaming and therefore costly.
NC machiaei we set up automatfkalfy, setup and tberel^e costs, are dramatically 
Mitced. So A e neeouyty fm  e<me®iei of seak disappears. Companies can sow aim for 
m m ^erqfaB ep^tihepnodae t^  of a wide range of similar products at a cost close to that of 
mail prodnciiig o ie  prodtK*. A atmpaay is bo longer forced by k» mamUacfufing economies to 
compete for k #  volame* but can proctoee exactly what its market requires, both in terms of
G fffltea & Jd tnek (1983) proposed v wc m^or artiem for success m a strategy far economics 
of scope:
- the a^paay*i manufiKturing heffity must be w ffic^tiy flexible to allow production of 
M ia r  products, iad
- the company aw * haw the necessary capabilities to manage a multi-product environment. 
To this end, D el and Vonderembse (\9ffT) wggcM that an important part of such a st/ategy 
wottld he the dew&kpwent <rf ap^Beatkmi which f^ovide <fedsu»i support for produti entry 
md a i t  dedrieei, Md proika d e ^ i  a« i sdecAMi decMons,
Production persaaBcl wh(Me whole working life has been spent attem^ing to eke further 
economies of scale out of their machines may find the conceits of economies of scope difficult 
to accept As the production environment typically resists change, this could be a serious
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obstacle ts  the sttcoea  of u  ecooomi^ ei xope strategy. The problem should be addressed by 
setting up training programmes, whkh stress the uscessity for change and the benefits of the 
strate^totiweesipaiiy.
White perhaps outside the sphere of the IS usually associated with manufacturing, the 
interorgiMtafioMil informatmn systems and informatkm sysiemi for product maintenance 
which were discussed  in detail m Chapter Three provide two further pmeric opportunities for 
mam)facturi% ocsn panics.
42A Informattee Systems
Interot^ni&aAkmal ttrformatkm systems and the beMfits whkh they can offer are described in 
detail on p^jes 47-49,
4X1 informattoa Systems 6 r Product Malatoaaacc
IS applied to product maintenance and their potential benefits to manufacturing companies arc 
described on page* 49 - 51
*
43 STRAHGIIS POR THE FUTURE
Treads ia M etea lhe  technoiogy should be wKdhed carefully by manufacturing companies to 
ensure that tectadtegical opportunities are put to the best possible use m corporate strategy A 
number of areas where technological advances could m kst manufacturers are discussed below.
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43.1 to R tA w t Teckeotofy
Tcdmo'ogictl •dmMwsmatts ia rebtioeal database management systems are u
m cxtvm $t Ccaubte to i l  manufacturing (and other departmental) data into one
keg# corporate database system. The ORACLE database maoagemcBS system is an example of 
such wfammsmsM. It is with a large number of hardware aad opcr-ting sy,aera
bases *ad claims better performamy. than any comparable system. Thus eveo if companies have 
impleaieMed a number of mformation systeoi& on hardware from different veudors, such a 
product could alkmale mauiy of the problems assodated with integratioa of islands of 
automatkn.
4 JJ  Advanced Dedstoo Support Systems
Improvements in database technology will also impact the ability of firms to develop decision 
support systems using product data drawn from sever*! disdplines. For example, product entry 
and exit decisions could be suggested by drawing mar- a  irrsds from marketing, product values 
from sales cost information from design, production ami costing, and capacity mfotm^iion 
from production.
Constderug that material costs typically account for 55% and overhead 35% of product 
coat, systems which cam prc vide decision support for the reduction of material or ove; nead costs 
wiilbetrfgreat riratq^e value to a firm (Dofl & V«i<k:rembsc» 1<®7).
— __________________
4J  J  Eapeft ^jntw ii
Abhm%h raaoy pecf te m ^ il be seqpdcal about expert  systems, their potential ia 
iranufatiuriag b  cmwmws. Iwdfefert *NC machines eodti dclcrmi«! the mxhining 
requirement* of different parts using embedded knowledge. Systems could be developed to 
make v h fdaHng deehkm Wsed tm  inform atkm ibewt ti» current status of the production 
focittty, (Both of the above su&estions are <hwn from Martin, I9M). Duynoetk systems could 
efifed repniR to machmes that were brcket. down.
Informatkm tedmok^y raseaidimi arc aiming at goals which might seem incredible to many 
people. However, IT has provided the world's manufacturers wkh some astounding tods in the 
past. Why, then, shcuM the ra&ie not apply to the future? Many (but admittedly not all) 
companies whkn have grappled with young, risky t<xhnologies in the past have had their 
investments repaid many times over. Those companies whkh are prepared to dc the same ia 
the future will have the best chance of achieving advantage over competitors who merely stand
C HA FIfStnV E
MATCHING OPPORTUNITIES WITH STRATEGIES
"|Compulcr integrated maBttf«lura^} allows the mw |»oduclion tirate^ to become a tne  
compwMw weapon ia the maiktiplace’ (Meredith & HE, 1987),
Ths composition of this report thus far may well have give* the re-adcs ihc impiession that its 
call k  "AutomaticMi at any ooaT is not the case. The costs implied by the kind of svsteras 
discussed above wouid warn any sensible meralaeturer tW  there im more to success in 
manufacturing than ordering a CIM system from the local computer mpptiet. Thu can be as 
risky as 'you bet your company" (Gotdhar A  jeSaelt, 198$). It is temping for some managers to 
want the most technologically advanced msmi&elertBg equipment cm their shop floor for 
reasons of prestige. Here, performing a jusdfkatba k  the process of finding the numbers to 
support the proposal far specific eqUpmeot rather than &a attempt to find the equipment that 
best suits the company's needs of the moment.
Martin (1988) suggests that a key factor in the success cf any CIM project is viewing the project 
at enterpnse level. Thus, a programme should net simply be aimed at pulling the manufacturing 
fimcuoa into shape hut at re-shaping all inefSdeocies in the organisation. A decision cm a 
major investment ia manufacturing systems should no* be made from the bottom up, as 
Michaels (1988) asserts happens in most cases, h it rather as a consequence of a particular 
corporate strategy. Manufacturing systems would then be justified as "tools of strategy" rather 
than as investment; (Huber, l'*87).
This cuapter wiU explore the possibilities for competitive advantage by linking the generic 
strategic: f pportunities ok . ;d mWmatk* ^fitfema m manufacturing (see Chapter Four ) to
0
Porter's (1980) gencric competitive slraicgies. Porter's (1986) value chaia will be used in the 
pmceaa to illustrate the mature trf the potential oampetiir/e adxant^p. The ftna scction of the 
chapter reviews Porters theory of competitive advantage., which was covered in detail m 
Chapter Two. The mad section will define bow each of the seven generic opportunities can g r t  
rbe to competitive mdvant%e and gtvt the appropriate stralegy/ies for each opportunity. The 
fk»ereat manufacturiag system? which supptKt ewh «rf the gciwic strategies will be 
summarised aad a table will be drawn up Unking generic strategies, generic (^poriunities and 
information systems.
5.1 A SUMMARY OF POSTER'S THEORY OF C O M Pm nY E ADVANTAGE
A company can adopt one of three different strategics to achieve competitive advantage :
- overall cost leadership,
- differentiation, and
- focis
The value chain (see Figure 2.6) is a representation of Ml the value activities that a firm 
undertakes ie order to "design, produce, market, deliver, and support its product’ (Porter, 1985 
: 16). There are five primary value activities within a comapany :
- marketing and sales, and
- service.
In addition to the primary value activities, there ar? f a support value activities :
- procurement,
- human resources msaagemeni, and
- firm mfra^tfuclBre.
Mr# tiifrastraiSwrc supports die value eW s is  a whote. The odher sappor' activities cxisi 
wtthta the dilFereiit primary a<3mties, Therefofe each M the priheary aelmiies iacWw 
prmmemem, teelm ok^ dewiopnscn! and hmum resomtse mmagemesi "syb-actmties*.
Areas where ttppmtmMm  for arapctkivc advaatage arc to be found arc :
- within value i-itivities.
is liekages befweti tie  dSem ti value actinties within the talue dhafti ef a firm where the 
cost or pcrfomame an atiivity is affected by another activity's method of operation,
■ h  vertieaJ linka^s between the value chain of a firm and those of h i sappliers, or those of 
its chaaaels m  buyers, asd
- in the compeAW scope dwaea by the firm.
$2 commmvm a d v a n ta ( ;e  in  t h e  s e v e n  g e n e r i c  s t r a t e g i e s
la terms of Porter's value chain theory, the perch&se of mmufaautmg information systems 
would increase costs in the operations primary value activity. For competitive advantage to 
result from the purchase, the investing company must derive some benefit from the imtailatksn 
of the system. The beaefit omdd late the form of substiintial mm reductkms or the creation of 
differenlialioB. Using Pe^lei’s definition, a linkage w uid have been onstied between the 
opCfMkm activity (where the mveatmeat occurred) and tihe activity wlwre the benefit wm 
mchk W .
.’-2.1 CoM Sevie§s
The bcaefiis of titiBsiag the com savit^s o^twtumty can mainly be attribuled to tinkages 
beiweee the opefatK^: activity aad csber primary atiivit>s in the firm's value chain, However 
savings am  also occur within the npcratiory activiiy a result of the iavestmeiM in IS :
52,1.1 Cosf savings in operatitms
lattefriiM nrAtfNtY
- space savings in operations from improved factory floor layout and switching to NC 
machines. This reduces costs by the amount of rent that is saved or by the income 
which is generated by further production taking place on the saved space
• reduction in waste from better scheduling and higher quality production cuts
operations costa because of the reduced investment in waste and reworked items.
- Downtime can be reduced by installing reliable NC machines, and b? re scheduling
production when breakdowns occur. The costs which would normally have been 
incurred as a result thereof will be sawd • the amounts spent on labour, capacity and 
other verheads which are sot utilised during the downtime period; and the costs of 
repairing the broken down machine.
$ Human resource management
* the labour requirement for the operations activity can be educed in three areas : 
machine operators through introduction of NC m.ichines. clerical staft because of 
automatic information transfer and quality controllers because of higher quality 
production. This wE reduce the operations cost of human resource# at? .lagemt-nl It 
should however be noted that there are potential negative effr _ts on human 
resources management when staff reductions are effected. Trade union reaction of 
one form or another could raise the msts of the activity. The retreochmcnf of a
signifitiuii al workers migk affect the awtiviatioB of dwm who are Ml
buMitii, sad tfait vtwld affect (he peiformimcc of ike uttHiiy, Hie m f sm&sm of (lie 
riiiairaal ©oimmes of all these etteds will be the sawi^ (m cost) to tire cctfspaey W 
ihs Imka^.
- the mamifacturing tnformauon systems will ussial’ perform onerous imm  suck m 
macMm# mm#: for diflereai prodiidi, scheduling of produ<ttor.. aod eatstvek.g d* 
oostiisg data. This wttt wprame tlie peWmrmmee of the humm iw ^ ’rtie* mppwt 
acti’iiy wirhia the operation activity. Freeing personnel to perform other tarH is 
Ithdy to rtdoem costs etsewhere because pnwhK*** mamagemcM wiD be ,.b!t t > 
coaceofrate oe foais sucS me iirproved quality or reAiced dwriimc Om* ■>. r.aff 
witi be able to spend more time oo pio^uing better decision suppml data.
2, Technology dewiopment
- pradnclivity imprtwemei«s in the deaigc fasetion mmd m the progrmmmim# f 
machines reduce the process costs of the operatioas actiwy
- betler sf.beduling erf production improves the ot&umkm cf raaripow r an-! « ^ /
This iiBpro^meRt in the process of the opcrMioos ^<th*y bw.-is t *c vnsl cor of 
prodactiOR-
3, Prociyemenl
* the accurate ipedfieation of materials requirements will iasprow? rhe pi tcamm# of the 
operations procurement support activity. Receiving accurst rid lin  sly 
from the IS on whmx to purchase allows nrocttrtment o rtdu-x ;wd M c * «d att
mdmW#rmdw#easi&.
Linkages exist between the operations activity and other primary activities:
5.2. L2 Inbound teguticf
- reductions is r«w malcriJ inventories from better scheduling wWI require 1 >s staff to 
administ. iBXTfllories. This will lead to reduction in the human resour ce
management % t far this activity.
- the * ! filing erf material requirements for production provides information whiiii 
allow?, abound tops*ks to ensure that materials are ready when required by operation 
This process improvement increases the productivity uf this activity which in turn w it 
decrease costs of idle time in operations.
- reduced raw materials inventories will reduce the investment in both the raw materials 
and the space they previously occupied.
5.2.2 J  Omhound fojpstics
■ finished goods inventories can be reduced by systems which allow production to ordt r 
Fewer workers are required in outbound logistics and human resource management 
coats in that activity are reduced.
- production scheduling will inform outbound logistics of daily requirements, thus 
improving the logistical froccsses. The consequent on-time deliveries benefit tfce 
customer, thereby creatii., a vertical linkage.
- lower finished goods inventories result in cost saving, for this activity because of reduced 
investment Us finished goods and the space which they previously occupied.
52.1.4 Servict
* a production sdtednlins report wilt provide the service activity with information on the 
timing of required installation at customers sites. Once again, on-time delivery creates a 
vertical linkage with the value chain of the customer.
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* higher quality of output from the installation of NC machines or better product 
specification reduces the likelihood of products breaking down or proving esacceptabie 
to customers. Maintenance requirements will therefore decrease and this will reduce the
costs of the service activity.
Linkages east betwen the operations primary activity and the value chains of customers :
5.2.1J Vertical linkages
These are created between the operations activity and the value chains of customers when 
the cost savings opportunity is exploited:
- the reduction in downtime stakes on-time delivery more probable, with attendant 
benefits for customers.
- impr-'ved production quality memt that products are less likely to break down or be 
unacceptable for a customer's production processes. Smoother production will add value 
for customers.
So a variety of  costs can be sawd by the use of IS in manufacturing This upportumty closely 
matches Porter’s cost leadership strategy and the cost leadership option of the focus strategy. 
. herefore if a cost leadership strategy km been specified by top management, the types of 
savings cited above < >.d reasons for their existence) should be clo*ely #udW  by these 
responsible for unplcmenting the strategy in manufacturing. However many cf the cost savings 
mentioned above arc not easy to quantity, and creative ways of attaching a figure to them will 
have to be found when a justification is being prepared. Further, as mentioned in Chapter Four, 
the magnitude of the benefits depends on the level of integration of maaidactmring systems 
eontempliled.
&2J Qualil?
H i^cr quality ptoducU are prodtKed as a result of tfce employee mwmekm to scdl quality 
improwsaienr* in aD tbat tbey do, tlw me erf machioes wb & pmiaee a better quality of product, 
and the implemcHtatioa of design systems with improved ^oduet spedfkatioos.
The main puroose ta prudmeg prodwls cf higb quality »  to provide customers with superior 
inputs into their operations activities. Higher quality inputs into the customers’ processes result 
in cost savings associated with reductions to downtime and maintenance. In terras of Porter’s 
model this creates a vertical linkage between the firm's value chain and that of the customer. 
This means the customer *.iU be prepared to pay a premium price over that commanded by the 
a«andard product of the industry.
When a company establishes a quality programme, which is often the ease when installing a 
CIM system or parts thereof, the commitment which employees show towards improving 
quality often bears remarkably positive fruit. An important result of such a programme would 
he cost reductions m the operations activity. The operations technology develo ent support 
activity would also benefit from employees' suggestions for improvements to tbc operations 
processes. Sdch a programme would usually be initiated by the operations human resources 
management support activity. Therefore advantage would be created by improvements within 
the operations activity.
An un port Mil point to make in connection with a quality strategy is that high quality and tow 
cost are not necessarily mutually exclusive, as conventional logic suggests, Rather, *... if quality 
is the goal, total costs can in fact be reduced* (Ferdows & Skinner, 1987). Any premium price 
paid by customers for higher quality products would then be pare profit
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H ^w r gaaiUy pi jdutis are produced as a r A o fA c  empteyc* mc^ivatioo to seek qudity 
improvcmvnls in al! tibey do, tic use trf machines which produce a better quality of piociect, 
and lhe implementation of design systems with improved pr<xiuct spccificalions.
The main purpose in producing products of quality is to provide customers with superior 
inputs into their operations activities. Higher quality inputs into the customers’ processes result 
ui cost savings associated with reductions ta downtime and maintenance. In terms of Porter's 
model this creates a vertical linkage between the F.rm's value chain and that of the customer. 
This means the customer will be prepared to pay a premium price over that commanded by the 
standard product of the industry.
When a company establishes a quality programme, wUdi is often the case when installing a 
CIM system or parts thereof, the commitment which employees show fawaits improving 
quality often bears remarkably positive fruit. An important result of such a program me would 
be cost reductions in the operations activity The operations technology development support 
activity would also benefit from employees' suggestions for improvements to the operations 
processes. Such a programme would usually be initiated by the 8 sfationa human resources 
management support activity. Therefore advantage would be ereaW by improvements within 
the opmttkMi activity.
An important point :o make in connection with a quality strategy is that high quality and low 
mat are w# necessarily mutually exclusive, as conventional k # c  suggests Rather,"... if quality 
is the goal, tocai costs earn in W  be reduced- (Ferdows & Skinner, 1987), Any premium price 
raid by customers for higher quality products *T>uld Ihr*'be puic profit.
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hotter quality products ma aehicve both cost saving for the mtnufacltircr anti benefits fat the 
customer. This oppwlimHy couM thus be part of N«h cost savings and diff- renliatioo sir al eyes. 
The goal of the use of the quality opporunity should be carefully considered to avoid being 
stuck in the middle" (Porter. i"80 : 4' see sett ion 2.3.2). T%e company with the 
differentiation strategy would be most concerned with the premium prices paid by customers 
while tihe cost leadership strategy would imply a careful monitoring of the cm*, savings. This 
opportunity is also appropriate for the focus strategies.
§33  Response Tlmts
Improvement in response times occur in two different way*:
- if a company is able to reduce the time interval between the perception of a potential 
market for a new product and the time when that product is available to buyers,
- if a company is able to reduce the time interval between the placement of an order and the 
delivery of the product.
$.2Jt.\hiai1reing$p&ns<eHme
A linkage is created here between the operations and the marketing and sales primary 
activities. Being in a position to get a product to the market quicker than competitors is 
likely to increase turnover became of early tv?i ability. It should be note, that any attempt 
to use this opportunity requires that the company have the shortest response time in the 
industry. Being second will not provide an advantage (but companies may well need to 
follow leaders in the industry simply to remain in touch).
5,23,2 Cmtormr rmpmm turn
A shorter time between order and delivery will provide sigM«« adt benefits to the buyer. He 
will be able to respond quicker to the changes in Ms target market. This improved response 
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time wiy g<vi r’ e eus '^smer si! ‘he 'dvrntagcs mcBlioned in the previous section Because 
sac^sstul vulco2Dcs ef UusiacM deotioas are rawe p-t^aWc with decreasing time spaa, the 
laicr a customer's procurement department is able to place an cuder, the more certain is the 
need for the prcdud ordered. Redaction in imcettainly is a ma^* benefit to customers. If 
raw materials are being supplied for the customer’s production process, the probabilitv of an 
out of stock situation is reduced by the faster response time. Reducing customer response 
time thus creates a vertical linkage between the operations activity and the customer's value
Because the response time opportunity gives a company a "free shot" at the market while 
competitors are stifl struggling to m anufaetu .a comparable product and allows the 
company to respond efficiently to customers* orders, buyers are prepared to pay a pr-mium 
for the product (oniy while it it still unique in the market). The opportunity thus matches the 
differentiation strategy, or the differentiation option of the focus strategy.
$2.4 Caatomisatine
In order to manufacture products to satisfy each customer's specific requirements completely, 
as extremely flexlhle manufacturing system is required. It must be integrated with a design 
system and haw quick lead times. The customer must be able to specify, with or without the aid 
of salespeople from the supplying firm, the exact design of the product to be purchased.
The most obvious application of this opportunity ta the value chain concept is the vertical 
linkage between the firm's and the customer’s value chains. The cost increase in the producing 
firm's operations activity impacts on a number of the customer's value activities :
%
- Ae procureme i! actmtVs performaoce is enhanced because it has negotiated a product 
better than the standard offering of the supplier’s industry, so its cost may be reduced 
because of a more effickat ordering process.
- the operations activity wOi be eah&aeed by receiving a product which exactly suits its 
requirements, whether it be capital equipment, a raw material for further processing nr a 
ftnai product for resale.
- if the prr<luct purchased is a raw material, the customer's marketing and sales activity will 
be enhanced because the product which it sells will be of higher quality than one whose 
input *ms standard rather than customised.
The improve ments in the customer's value chain will persuade him to pay a premium over the 
price of the standard industry product.
There are also a number of linkages withi.i the firm's own value chain. Firstly, behv<-en the 
operations activity and:
• the marketing and sates activity, in which performance is improved by the opportunity to
market and sell customised rather than standard products If the order entry process is 
changed to include on-line design specification, perhaps with a module which allows 
salespeople (or customers) to link into the system directly from the customer’! sit:, the 
performance of the marketing and sales activity k further enhanced. Also, there might be 
cost savings due to order entry being more efficient or being carried out by the customer 
the service activity, m which maintenance costs (and installatiou costs, in the case of capital 
equipment) are Hkeiy to be reduced because the product exactly meets the customer's 
specifications.
The competitive advantage al? led the firm offering customisation is quantified in the 
following way : the premium price which the customer is wilting to pay tar the advantages which 
it ts afforded is set off against the incremental costs of being able to provide the customisation
7?
service. The difference beiwea Uw;se hwo amounts m added to marpa in the ialee eh^n aad is 
the value to the company of the service offered to customers.
The increase in costs as a result of the customisation strategy and the premium which the 
customei is prepared to pay indicate tint this strategy can be used m  a tool of a company's 
diffeTeBliatton strate©' or of a focus strategy if the main thrust thereof is differentiation.
SJLS Economies of scope
Economies of scope are possible if a company possesses a sufficiently flerible manufacturing 
facility to allow I he production of a wide range of similar products. The facility allows the 
company to tailor its product to meet the specific needs of its target market. This is especially 
useful for a small company aiming to service a limited market.
Where a company makes use of economies of scope to home in oo a narrow market, a linkage 
is created between the operations and marketing and sales activities- The tatter’s performance 
is enhanced by the manufacturing system's giving it the ability to target a particular niche of the 
market. By being able to meet the needs of the customers in that market niche exactly, the 
company should he able to gain a substantial share of the market. Thus the marketing and sales 
strategy is achievable, thanks to operations.
Economies of scope can also be wed at another level. The aim would be to compete on an 
industry-wide level, producing 4 wide range of similar products. Com petit 01 s without 
sufficiently flexible manufacturing systems would compete directly with only one product m the 
company's range. Aa example would be a competitor of Henry Ford (he only produced black 
cars) who could produce cars with features similar to those offered by Mr Ford, but in a range 
of eetoitrs. Here the company has Wadeae** :ts segment scope thus allowing it to serve a
%
number of different customer segmteats by Uw ^oviskmi t.f a wide range of products. Once 
agaiQ the performance of the marketing and sates activity is enhanced by the system provided 
by the operations activity, creating a linkage between the two activities.
The two economies of scope opportuiJties described here match different strategies. The focus 
strategy with the emp^wt aa ditferentiaiion couid use ea^nomies of scope to service a earrow 
mark* niche. WTiere a broad rai^e of similar products is produced, the differentiation strategy 
is • uggested because the market would perceive the company's products to be different to 
others offered in the market (eg. a range of coloured cars) and would be prepared to pay a 
premium price for them.
S2Jk latererzaB’sationa! Informalloa System
As IOS is a system which links two er m.irc organisations. Ae IOS creates synergy : all 
participants in the system can reap benefits from it. A common format is one where a single 
supplier (the sponsor of the system) initiates an IOS which links a number of cu.vomen to the 
supplier. Usually the iOS will take the form of in order entry system, altl.ot-’h there are IOS 
which offer mere advanced facilities such as data retrieval and manipulation This section will 
"onsider a company's participation in an order entry IOS both as supplier and customer
5.2.6.1 Supplier
The supplier will usually be the sponsor and will thus incur most of the costs of the system, 
te. the hardware, software, development and possibly communications costs. The costs of 
the system should be considesed to be borne by the technology development support activity 
of the marketing and sales primary activity because it completely changes the order entry 
process.
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The internal benefits of the system Be mainly wtihLa tfce marketing and sales activity. The 
major benefit is the cost saving arising from customers capturing their owe orders- A 
successful IOS could also promote the product and Mmprma the company's image as the 
eyes of the customer. Once aa IOS terminal is installed at a customer's site, removing it 
becomes a costly procedure for the customer. The consequent switching msts ensure a high 
ouihabitity of making future sales to the cmtomer. A l of these points will improve the 
performance of the marketing and sales activity,
Externally, a vertical linkage with the customer’s value chain is created. The customer's 
most immediate benefit is the reduction in procurement costs via the simplification of the 
order entry process. Other possible advantages could arise from reduced inventory levels, 
the receipt of relevant data about purchases made, aad the possibility of the IOS supporting 
a JIT purchasing philosophy. As mentioned in Section 3 3.2.2 above, a company is unlikely 
to participate in aa IOS unless it perceives some beeefe for itself. The benefits described 
above would probably induce customers to participate in the IOS but installing an IOS 
would not differentiate the pn*duci offered by the rponsor. Therefore the sponsor could net 
expect a premium on the price of its product. If the supplier provides other f -lities in 
addition to the order entry system, customers might well pay for those facilities. They would, 
however, be paying for information or for processing time, aad not for the product.
ClearN aa IOS must be justified on cost savings to the supplier and, perhaps, on fee income. 
If the supplier receives some form of income from the IOS, it would be considered a 
separate product and would therefore have its own value chain. Part of th« costs of the 
sntem should then be borne by that value chain.
Because the IOS reduces cost both for the sponsor and the participants, it matches a cost 
leadership strategy. Although vertical linkages exist with customers and the product is
m
enhanced by the order entry system, the ence M a price prco-iimi mates the 
differeBiiatie® slraicgg# mappropnaie. The dcvekmr eat of an iCKS wiil require a fair amount 
of data processing ei^erttoc • ol the kind typically found in larger companies and ihus 
unlikely to be on the of a smaller company with a focus strategy.
$.2-6-2 CiistoRkr
Here the compmafi rote k  that of a customer using a supplier's IOS. There is a vertical 
linkage between the value chains of the firm and the supplier. The major benefit to the 
company would result from lower msts ta the operations procurement support activity due 
to an improved order entry preersss. Raw material inventory level* would probably be 
reduced with attendant benefits in iabousid logistics. The system might also support JIT 
pwtihasittg which would further enhance the performance of inbound hgtsties and 
operations. Another factor is the switching cone wktch participation m the system 
introdaee# for the o^oaier. This msl should be set dlf a^ im t the benefits of participation 
before the derision on whether to participate is made.
Participation in an IOS as a customer will provide a company with cost savings and this 
opportunity would thus be appropriate under a cost leadership strategy. In many cases, 
customer participants in IOS arc likely to be smaller companies and in such eases a better 
strategy match might well be the cost leadership aspect of the focus strategy.
5J.7 Mnlntenanct Information Systems
A company can install a number of different types of IS to improve the maintenance of its 
products. They can be broken down into three categories:
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- those which improve the triggering of the need for maintenance;
those which provide inputs into the maintenance process; and
- those which accept information output from the maietenacce process.
52.71 Trtfgen
■ Repair triggers. These wiil inform the user of the need fo; repairs or maintenance Such 
IS would usually haw to be built into the product during the manufacturing process. IS 
which are able to diagnose the impending breakdown of a product provide an important 
vertical linkage with the customer. The castoser benefits greatly by avoiding the 
breakdown of an item. If, for example, the item is a passenger aircraft, the benefits to the 
carrier of it not breaking down in mid-flight are immense. Customers will be willing to 
pay a premium wl*ea the is performs such a function.
- Prevention triggers inform the use,- when preventative maintenance is required, either as 
a result of the passage of a certain period of time or when some other usage criterion is 
met. Once again a vertical linkage with the customer’s value chain would be created 
because of the breakdown costs avr product with such features could command
a premium price.
- Enhancement triggers inform customers when an enhancement to the product is 
available. Although not as vital to customer operations as repair and prevention triggers, 
an IS which performs this function can provide a vertical linkage with the customer if the 
enhancement promises to improve some clement of its operation. In such a case, the 
customer will pay a premium for the facility.
in all three cases above, the product is enhanced by the service wMcb the IS provides, and
the customer will pay a premium for it Consequently, the use nf any of these three
opportunities will support a differentiation strategy, or a focus strategy with an emphasis oa
differestrotiea.
*2
12.7.2 Apw,
IS wtikh provide inputs to the marolenam* proccw contais inf(wmattern mi reyjurees which 
are necessary for the maintenance job. Thus aa IS cam schedule repair personae!, make 
mggrmhnM *  10 p * a  mhowM be mmd mmd trace p*tm required im order (o repeir Ae 
pm itL
The eo* of MKk m «p*em #oWd be earned by Ae mernca Nfhmnkgy developme# mpport
•ctivtey, Aq advaal^e t> created within the service saivury because the infemnatioa provided 
Sy the IS wiil improve the produt. vity of the maintenance function thereby reducing msts 
dedimprwiagper&iTmemee.
A vertical linkage also exists between the company and the customer. The customer benefit', 
by faster maintenance. In the case of preventative maintenance, this means that the product 
will be ready for use sooner than otherwise. In the ca&s of a repair job, the costs due to 
downtime are 'educed. A customer will thus be prepared to pay a premium for a product 
with this feature.
The coa* redact**# ia the mervke ac*m*y aad the preauam price received for the r*od#a a#
a result of the input IS, indicate that this opportunity could match either a rost leadership or 
i  differentiation strategy. The migmlude of the cost savings and the premium price would 
delemrme which strategy h e *  the oppmitmky
H 7 .3 a * W *
W orm ctioa Erom maaakaamce jobm cam be o p m red  by aa @ which ntmMhhrr tm dm  oa  
prodac u  maiaW aad a#d (he pe opk  or ey  ipm eal im o k ed  k  prodadmg the produc t
Inherent design problems could be idenvp *c and referred to the design department in ord*r 
w  aaaara that W are prodaM# *oW d aot be m b ied  lo  the # # # e  proWeam*.
O
Al ith an input tlcaanec IS, this type of sysiem would be considered to be the 
i* rnoniib ilky  of tb eciraolo^ development support activity. An output provides
a sly ig linkage K  ea s a w e  technology development and operations as «'t the 
bceu.ls of the mtem will be felt ta operations. T he effectiveness of workers and machines 
cm  be guaged firan the minibcr and types of maintenance activities performed cm products 
for which they were responsible and the problems highlighted for production management 
attention As stated above, any design problems can be rectified thanks to the system. This 
feedback on the previous quality of production wtU presumably lead to higher quality m 
future. So over time the company's product quality wiil be noted by the market and 
customers will be induced to pey more for the product than for standard Lidustry output.
Another advantage ef such a gptesn flows from the in -Teased future quality. This mill in turn 
reduce costs in the service department because fewer maintenance calls will be necessary.
Although ther are cost advantages in the use of aa output maintenance IS, the major 
benefit is the incremental quality improvement in production and the premium value which 
will be attached to the product Therefore the differentiation strategy, or the focus strategy 
- ith a differentiation thrust, is the most appropriate strategy for this opport unity.
S3 SYSTEM S FO R  STRATEGIES
Although this section is in no way int-ndcd to be rigidly prescriptive, it will hopefully provide 
some insights oe the different type* of systems available to support a strategy that ha* been 
selected by a manufacturing company. Once again, k is stressed that the strategy should 
determine the system/s selected and mo, vicr a. The suggestions do not take into account 
the ditietences in cost between alternative systems which perform wiUar functions The 
analysis of costs and benefits before installing systems is thus vital.
**
The dfe iv soa bcky* a e  only on the cot! leadership and dilicrentiaficn strategies
:am e  if is assBinei- tfca6 tihe proposed systems witt be appropriate t o  Ae respective o^ioos 
in the focus strategy. Comments wffl be mWe al the n  1, 4 earii scimmi as to its applicability to 
the focus strategy.
53.1 The Cost Leeikrshfp Strategy
Tte dvSmtkm of this strategy i«BpSei thaw a romiwiy intends to cu* ngoroisiy every possib** 
ccat, especially in the proJuctioe prw m . So there is an extremely important trade off when IS 
are purchased for manufacttuing m  a result of this strategy : the savings resulting from the 
purchase must exceed the cost of the system. Systems which htve potential application under 
this strategy include the following:
- MRPII and JIT systems provide numerous cost savings mainly as a result of the enormous
reductioM in inventory which they can edMeve. Thus there are savings in space, in 
investment ta inventory, and to materials handBeg. In addition, this type of system eases the 
cl ical load oa prodt-ctioa wwteis, wfc^h wiU reduce manpower requirements (or at least 
allow personnel to be inc-e employed ekew*ere).
• CAM systems will yield larpi ssvuyi in labour ct-sis vk a vis manually operated macaines
but these will nr< be as ewkM if NC machwes or DNC machines we u ^ a d e d  to CAM 
ttatus Other coal savins from the introduction <rf CAM would be reductions in
towntime, scrap and re»%*k because trf the Bxwr precision of the machines and their 
proyammed requirements. If cellular m#P*,f tdurtiy techniques are adopted together with 
tihe CAM technology, space and flew savings will result. It should however be noted that 
cellular manufacturing can be implemented with m  running CAM simultaneously.
* CAD packages will improve dta^ptftr effkkttcy. If many similar prodtKls arc to be designed 
ap If tW«WgBpmee#W#awnwlymmpIk#ed,seb*ia#Ual savings w 0 arise
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the sponsoring of aa IOS which allow customers to punch orders directly into the supplier's 
order entry system -an provide significaal savings to the supplier because of a reduction in 
manpower requirements. (Participatkm m  a customer will also provide cost savings.)
- wtiere a company performs a great deal of maintenance on products purchased by
customers, IS wfuch provide inputs into the 'maintenance prom s can asati is the reduaion
of costs for this fwetitm .
The follcwiiig i.yMms will provide cost savinp but, because of their high cost of 
srapktrentation, are unlikely to be purchased solely for their cost saving abilities :
- CIM provklng for the integration of the different islands of automation. CIM would
undoubtedly provide cost savings over an islands of automation approach, especially in
terras of the labour which would be required (without CIM) to transfer data between 
modulo. The flexible manufacturing ability provided by CIM would lead to reduction* in 
setup costs and throughput time with commensurate reductions in product costs. However, 
the cost of instaEng CTM would be probab? so high that integration could scarcely be 
justified on the grounds of cost savings alone.
automated storage and retrieval systems and automatic vehicle guidance systems would also 
reduce labour costs but, once a%ain, their coal of imf^emsntation would be unlikely to justify 
their t in a cost reduction strategy.
- the il-c of b<«h triggtr and output mainlcnanct systems can reduce tiie costs of the scr.ice 
atiivity hw m both tiicsc cases the consequetiS product enhancement will provide a more 
substanfial heeefit &,‘.r cM  savtnp.
The suggestions above sht#uld assist a company which has intentions of adopting a cost 
leadership strategy, Hevever the coirmentu about CIM, AS/RS sod A VOS above may not be 
appropriate far wry large companies where the scafc of operations might well justify the 
investment in such in vupport of a cow le idm tip  strate®'.
Where a company has opted for the cost leadership option within the focus strategy, it wiU 
probably be relatively small in comparison w*tb companies competing in aa industry at a 
national level The cost of the potential systems would thus weigh more heavily on the 
management of such companies lflan on those of a larger company. The scale of operations is 
likely to reduce the attractive cess of costly systems such as CTM, AS/RS, A VOS, K and 
perhaps CAM. The focused would-be cost leader should probably concentrate on the cost 
benefits offered by JIT and MRP/MRPII systems and certain of the less costly islands of 
automation- For a smaller company, acting as a patiripant in an IOS would support this strategy
S JJ  The DifRwrcthtiow Strategy
Where a company has opted for the differentiation strategy, the cost of systems will be justified 
on a different basis than the cost leadership strategy. Whereas for tht latter the co<f j f  the 
sysiem must be more than offset by the savings which it will provide, the differentiation strategy 
demands that tbe system induces more marginal income than its total cost. Thus tbe cost of a 
system is not as important as its ability to generate more income by means of the special 
features that it adds to the company'* products, furthermore, by its nature a cost leadership 
strategy virtually demands that the company chcosiag it is the dominant m-rket competito- 
The differentiation strategy does not have the same requhement because it does not depend on 
the cost of production. In fact, because the majority of customers in any market are net likely to 
be prepared 10 pay a premium for a superior product, the differentiated company is unlikely 
be the major player in its market.
Of all the systems mentioned in this report, CIM is the system most likely to provide significant 
benefits to a company adopting the diffe bn strategy. The Qexibk facilities offered by a
CIM system -iilow a company to manufacture products of higher quality than would otherwise 
be possible, provide customisation (or at least me&r -customisation). impmt% its response to
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market trends and ctisttmer or<krs, and achieve economies of scope. The market will perceive 
all of these feat ires as symptomatic of superior products or service. This will ;oducc a certain 
type of customer to pay a premium ever the price of the average product m the industry.
Although individual islands of automation d isco id  in Chapter Three will provide some of the 
features mentioned above to a greater or lesser extent, the full benefits are unlikely to be 
experienced unless the islands art integrated. The islands mos» hkeiy to provide support for a 
differentiation strategy are production planning end -*onfrd systems such as MRP/MRPH and 
HT. These wtH tend to improve lead and throughpul Hme beewse of production scheduling, 
aad quality because of their underlying philosophies.
In addition to the islands cf automation and CIM, the use of trigger and output maintenance 
systems will also support a differentiation strategy by providing superior servicing of customers 
maintenance triggering and improving the product from the feedback provided by 
maintenance statistics respectively
The points above apply equally to the differentiation thrust of the focus strategy aad the 
market-wid? differentiation strategy. Companies cboofirg either a 't  not likely to '*  very large 
relative to the average competitor in the industry because of the limited size of the mar ..cl 
prepared to pay a premium for a differentiated product. However if tb: companies selecting a 
differentiation strategy are small, they may experience problems in justifying the large 
investment m a CIM system Thus many com panics which have chosen a d’ffe>cntiat;on strategy 
to iy well be unable to ii«vest ia CiM and have to choose between the ' ««iom cf»>ons available 
y-ong the different isignd# of ayt<miatkm. Ia this case, the productioi planning and control 
q*#m* are Eke^ fn Vffr A# moat
& s w i i m s  - a  n im u w Y
This section provides i  graphical reprwcmation of the findings in this chapte, iinkmg Porter's 
(1180) three # w W e tile seven generic opporAmWc* defined k  Chapter Four, and
the differen* IS *v»U*bte #  niaBufacturers.
System EkBefit/Commeni
C * |oM t
OwHy
IOS M Sponsor 
Maintenance
CAD
NC
CAPP
MRP/MRPII
Cellular Mfg
a w "
AS/RS A A VOS
See
Section
Input
Output*
r productivity 
labour redutison
rdbWky
timer productivity 
routing decisions 
resource aUocatioa decisions
inventory redudkm 
production to or* ter 
better layout 
better quality products 
quick fix of faulty desisgn 
automated mformatio i
Fewer defects, tess rework
reduced order f«ry  costs 
improved service productivity 
reduce service cosh
NoW:#W' k  mol NWy lobe # primary cne*Hba** to  th e  strategy.
Strategy < >ppor!tmily System Beaefit/Oipmeal
Differentiation Quality
Response Times
CWomiMfiom
Econoniies of Scope 
Maintenance
CAD more accurate spc :ifications 
CAMmmdUm* k*k*qmdtyo«p«
CIM automatic transfer of design data
CAD automated design
CAM programming efficiency, faster setup
GT/CAPP optimal routings
AS/RS & AVGS quicker transport of materials
f#C machines quicker machining
NTRPfl optimal scheduling of resources
CIM total integration allows for quickest 
response to customer requirements
CAD/CAM minimum requirement for this 
Integration opportunity
CAM and automatic machine set dp vital 
AS/M 6  A VOS
Repair Trigger prevents breakdown 
Prevention Trigger need fci prcveatative maintemn 
Enhancement Trigger updated product availability
Input quicker mamtenancr of products
Output improved future product quality
Foe*
(Cast Leadership)
Com Savinp 
IOS as Participant
CAD dcMgner productivity 
NC machines labour reduction 
machine reduction 
machine reliability 
CAM routing, machine utilisatinu decisions 
programmer prod activity
CAPP
V-fkP/MRPII resource allocation decisions 
inventory reductions 
JIT inventory reductions 
production to >rder 
Cellular MR, better layout
reduced procun ment costs
Input improved service productivity
%
Strste^r OpfKMltmitv System Beacfil/CommcDt
Focus
(DtffcreiiliMkffl)
Ouaitly CAD
CAM madhmM 
CI\.
more a«uratc spcdficatians 
higher quality output 
automatic transfer of design data
Response Tunes CAD
CAM
GT/CAPP
AS/RS k  AVGS
NC macfciBes
MRPII
autMaatcd tfcsipsi
|»ogram!Hiz^ effickmcy, foster setup
opsimd routmgi
quicker transport of materials
quicker machining
optm d schedufi^$ of resources
Customisation CIM
C-XD/CAM
(ntcpatioD
might be too expensive for strategy
minimum requirement for this 
opportunity
*ko6 0 fBies of Scope CAMmd 
AS/!IS & AVGS
automatic machine setup vital
Mawteaan« Repair Trigger 
Prewsatka Tagger 
Eahaaosmeal Tr^ger
Input
Output
preveots b'eakdowQ
need for preventative maintenance
updated product availability
quicker maintenance of products
improved future product quality
CHAPTER SIX
CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPLICATION
The challenge is not tedsiwaiogjcal; it is msmageriaT Jciinek & Goldhar (1984),
Previous chapters have provided suggestions regarding the most appropriate manufacturing 
information systems pven a defined corporate strategy. However, the unplementMion of 
systems which are lotmd to represent a sipiificant inves?men: for any company should not be 
regarded merely as a production project but rather as a company-wide project. A carefully 
structured plan is required to achieve success. Th*s chapter identifies a number of factors to be 
considered when planning the development of such systems.
6.1 TOP MANAl.EMXNT TO INlTiATE DEVELOPMENT
As stated above, a project of the type contemplated here cannot be viewed as the responsibility 
of manufacturing only. If it is necessary to shape the production function to support a defined 
corporate straicy, production management cannot be expected, or indeed allowed, to hear the 
brunt of tbe success or failure of such a programme. Indeed, tiie thinking of personnel 
throughout the company often has to be altered radically before a competitive strategy of the 
type suggested by Porter (1900; can be successful.
Il is up to top management to initiate and monitor a programme to develop and implement IS 
m the manufacturing function. Their insight into the strategic reasons for the system and tbe 
potential effect on the company of success (or failure) makes their participation in the 
programme vital. D«ly top management has a a sufficiently broad perspective to decide to 
appropriate level of manufacturing system. It is only top management which has I he political
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power is the organisation to forge the partr-mMp of engineering, management manufacturing, 
data processing and marketing personnel necessary to make a success of the programme. Only 
the word of top management has suffidcn? power to force certain employee* t o  sup-ort t h e  
prt^amme despite any miaghm^n they might have. Rather than being viewed a s  a 
masafatiunng or computer tkt fno^amme should be sees (and advertised t o
employees) as a management philosophy (Appleton, 1984),
6 J  AN EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS
At the price which a company might haws to pay fo a C1M system, one might expect that the 
suppliers would arrive with the hardware bases, connect a few wires and then the beneiits 
vwald to ftow. Nothing could be further from the truth. Successfui imtallaikm trf CIM 
involves a grad deW oi effort. Myriads erf data have to be input, costs can be expected to 
increase before they decrease (Haber 1987) and many temporary setbacks will oe experienced. 
The truth is you cannot buy CIM; what you am buy are islands of atttorasdkm, integrated by a 
I jo" (Appktou. 1984).
The mchsencmeat of M  mtcgrariom nsaahy mpnrta a step by atep ewxM oLmy process. Soccern 
is impnmsMe if a company hies to "leapfrog" a nr rrassay stage on (he rome to mtegretkm. For
example, to inst il! MRP successfully, inventory records must be 95% accurate and bil?t of 
s materials 96% accura e. Although a mmpany may have been operating perfectly with less
| accurate records and there may appear to he no payoff ftw the cot of the k o  eased armracy.
the unmediale ittsltllatiao nf m  MRP sWem wdl pmdme subof^imal eesu ^ best No steps 
can be k #  out (MermSth & HiB, 1987).
O
It Is suggested tfc.it a CIM he planned as a phased implementation. The legman# Millmg 
: Co’s protect started with the use of a CAD package and database. When that was 
*3
running successfully, the nea syslen was « c  Now the CAD database drives an
integrated flexible ma®*ifac$iiriiig system (HiAer, 1987), Aa inercmental ^ojert allenw 
manageinent to control tW proeea# and aseeetahs that eadi (diaae has been sali^Ktmly 
completed bef«e embarking on the meat Masagcmeat wouH experience * massive information 
-Ae-load if the whole pmjeti were run aa oae hfl swoop. They would ^.itainly find it 
cel‘ n $  f«possiblc to control the project whh any degree o i certainly as to the outcome. The 
owralf direction of the project am also be debated after each phase and altered if necessary; 
this could save i great deal of money if the abernathm sms that the whole (wrong for the 
company) sysr urn was purrhmnd at omen.
The discussion above has bean based on tie  assumption that the company in question is 
piaaaiag to install a CIM system from scratch. Obviously companies already on the path to 
CIM should adopt a phased approach for the same reasons advanced above.
6J BENEFITS OF PREPARING FOR AUTOMATION
A company which intends to install aa automated production system might well employ a 
manufacturing technology of older descent titan that described in thi« .cport. The philosophy of 
two technologies is bound to differ and one of the differences is likely to be the way the 
production tine is set up. The emphasis -rf the new technology is on reduced product flow and 
concepts tike cellular manufacturing. Reorganisation of the factory floor per *  will lead to 
remarkable benefits: Meredith (1987) slates f la t  a ntuzher of companies. In reorganising for 
automation, improved manufacturing resu lts  to the extent that they decided tbal autom ation 
was unnecessary This point will be nf special interest to smaller companies which may lack the 
resources to invest hi CIM but wish to improve the manufacturing function. This point 
underlm;s the fait that the IS discussed here are not ends in thcmselws but merely tools of the 
end i the corporate strategy
##
6.4 THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
Throughout this report a production process invoking roaehming of parts has been assumed 
O W o W y  many mmtfaetwers rue opcratkm s that are comp.etely different to this stereotype. 
Marry production processes will have eo need of a CAD system, for example. This does not 
imply that th e  discussion above would have no relevance to such a company. Manufacturing IS 
and CIM can be applied successfully m any manufacturing operation (assuming tint the system 
is justifir i  by the beim&s gained); they simply need to be tailored to the type ot operation. For 
example, all types of manufacturing operation could apply the scheduling and inventory control 
supplied by aa MRP 11 system. Once again, the point is that the technology supports rather than 
supplies the philosophy : all production departments could improve their flow lines .*ven if 
campwters are  not imxdved.
6J COST BENEFn' ANALYSIS
RHoec m akm g am irnvwomuu d e n aaom tmgaedmg mamufncbmtmg IS. the expendtttme to be
justified. Ttm usual method of performicg a coal benefit analysis is the uiscoumed cn#h flow 
approach involving analysis of cash flmre in and out <rf tte  romnany as result of the 
investment The timing of the flows m taken »nto account by using the so-called hurdle rate 
usually the firm’s cost of capital) as a discounting factor.
Kaplan (1986) reports a growing disc ichantmenl with thir model because of its apparent 
lm#n*K*y to  dea l with p rog  need inweTmem* Im O N  qm w ##. H a augpeta tha t the probk m  doe* 
net so much lie with the model bet rather with the way that it is applied to CIM type 
jmveahmmaU, H e make* Am fn& m tag com ts
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- comm; m k m  W  m #  am nm m ^rtM an ly  h ig h  h m rd k  raae  r a th e r  tham  th e  p re fec t" : 
o pw ytm m ky  eoa t o f  r a p h a i ( th e  re te rm  th a t  co eM  b e  re c u ved  h r o  th e  m ark e t 
w m atm aea# h  pepfadm  o f  a W b r  n a k )  A a  m oreaaom abiy h ig h  im r n e n t  r a te  a h o  prL ali^"*  a 
O M n r p f e a b m e m m a a a f k a b r n g te r m e a te r e .
- "he *00 "emaWmmf opUom m the appraisal assumes a omdmmmtk* of current teremrr In 
mmmy e.ma tWa k  aaappropnate beraoae wum ot«pmkora are hkely to LvtP in the nr# 
tcrhmology aud hemefk at the eapemac of the Sraaa which do aoL
- m am y eoaapmmm# h a w  am imwrnammt app ro v a l p ro c e d mre  e h e r c b y  t a a n a g r n  o f  c e .ia in  
memioHty h a w  th e  a e th o n ty  to  a p p ro v e  ea p e a d k m re  mp to  a  c e r ta ia  ceOm g. T h e  ream k i: 
oAem th a t  a  mmmber o f  am ah  p r o f e a :  w boae  coa t (oo im ddam tahy) m jmat b e k w  th e  ce ih n g  a re  
a p p ro v e d  d h e r w d y .  T h ia  3  aem oat c e r ta ia  to  le a d  to  w ho p *  ami m acm factim m g p rocem e*.
- aaamy ooalm m h k h  w o td d  b e  m cm rred  aa a  ream h o f  ^  p rq fe c t a r  mot im p ed ed  ia  th e  
a n a l * *  becam ae ( h ^ r  aaay  b e  w r k f m  o f f  (o r taaaUom p wrp o a ea  im th e  y e a r  im w hi, h  th ey  
a riaa . km m a o f  ampemdkmre amch aa a o fh .^ re  dem elopm em t, mfe p re p a ra t io u  a n d  perm m ac l 
traimimg mtmat b e  jmdm d o d  im th e  iaw k .m tem  a p p ram al cakm ladom .
- tf  coaaa a r e  expected t o  im crcaaa in th e  early stages o f  imptemcn’ar'rm, this should be taken 
imtoaooommf k lh a a m a ly a ia .
- k m e tm a  * b  h  a r e  d d R t d t  to  qoam dfy a r e  oAem m aaply mot (ahem imw ^ c o o m t ia  th e  cow 
beme fk  a m a l^ k .  T o  mm a e ro  a# th e  ex p e c te d  bem afk reatddm g b o m  b e t te r  qmaHty and  
M rx M k y , amd redm eed  A oor apace , im w n to ry  h  .  h  mmd th ro m ^ p m t &m*e m ay  b e  prm deot b u t 
d  k  c e r ta W y  mml amor# aocmrmte th a a  a  trm a W - e a tim a te
JeNmeh A  O oM hm e (* # # # )  a d d  a  f a r th e r  p n im t: oftem  th e  dko o tm d ed  caah  Oow  ca lc m la tk *  lake* 
ia to  aocoam t omfy th e  b e a td k :  d a rm g  th e  h ie  ap ea  o f  a  aim gk p ro d a c t  o r  r a m f  o f  prodm ctL  By 
h a p k r a U o r  ;  b a a a k m e a l eeaaea  to  e x k t  th e re  aA er T h k  t r a p  mhoaW b e  avo id ed  w b ca  
amafyaimg a  apmmm b a c a a a a  th e  O c m b h ty  o f  th e  ayatem  promakma b k  a f te r  th e  R rat p ro d u c t, 
a m i! h d # ra a id m a a e m « m k to lh e « y a te m  w d im c re a a e  th e w d m e o f th e e x k t im g b a a e .
%
The point which sb«ild always be borne in mind when a ooti benefit analysis of proposed IS in 
manufacturing is performed is :he' this type at prajMt cennot be treated m a simplistic way. 
O eatiw  (Unking will W e  to be used in order that ail the costs and benefits are redetied in the 
{mil rairulatioa  The comphrekic* shouki be addrosed rather than avoided : even L the 
numbers representing some ceats and beoe« ts are not absolittcly asre ti, Ihcgr will rcQcti th: 
tntttom  U  mwattatoti belter tibae ^  ihtgt were jgnoter’
8.6 i  OMPETmCW
Much erf the discussion in this report has centred on the effect of manufacturing IS on the 
company installing them. The picture might well have been presented as though the company 
-tore operating m a given competitive vacuum ; surrounded by caring competitors who looked 
on Madly while competitive advantage was wrested from them. This b  obviously not the ease. 
Each company operating m a particular market wtB be doing its utmost to become more 
profitable. There are a number of potato relating to competitors which a company 
contemplating utilising more advanced manufacturing systems should bear in mind.
8A1 First Mover Advantagw
Certain competitive moves wil! provide sustoaabk first mt»vf advantages. For example, an 
W arny might be notorious for poor production quality. The first competitor to supt 'v 
consistently quaMy pioducto will win, and keep, mmket share. A company should search 
for areas where manufacturing tedmokigy wifl provide WMtamaNc first mover advanta^s.
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la other ««ms, a competitive move will provide temporary first mover advantages. A product 
i .:,amcemeo( marketed firti will win some aks but is unlikely to retain customers if 
competitors reply with a product of similar quality. To retain those customers a company must 
avoid resting on its laurels but rather work on farther enhancements. By ensuring that it is 
always (at least) one jump ahead of the competition, a company should be able to win a higher 
share of the market.
6*3  Second Best?
If a competitor makes a strategic move which ghes it a first mover advantage, what should a 
company do? The answer is based on the company's strategy. Perhaps it dues not to meet that 
competitor head on. However, if the strategy is to compete directly with that competitor, the 
company should attempt to match the move, if the first mover advantage is sustainable, the 
move to maj"> the competitor will hopefully allow the company to avoid farther loss of market 
share. If it is not sustainable, matching the move should restore parity - unless the competitor 
has planned further moves as suggested in the previous section. The company thus matches the 
competitor with no thought of extra profit; only reduced future losses. It should be noted that in 
some cases matching the competitor will not require a company to match the technology used 
However, hi moves which require, say, flexible manufacturing, the competitor's tecSnologiral 
advancement must be matched.
Infafmafion systems in manufacturing provide numerous opportmities to win competitive 
advantage. A company should assess the use of IS based not only on what it could achieve but 
also OB what competitor* could achieve, a  decision not to  reap benefits might turn out to  be a 
decision to incur losses.
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47 EMPLOYEE CONSIDERATIONS
TV  employees who will drive the new system within the manufacturing function an; vital to its 
success. Traditionally, many people who work in manufacturing are snspksous of change and 
are cement to continue with operations which are working well for them. A major effort I# 
required to everccne the smrtanas tc change which is bouad to occur. As mentioned above, 
top management can play a role in motivating employees by being seen to be sponsoring the 
p oject. The aims of the project and the benefits of success should also be clearly spelt out . 
employees m all departments. The fact that the project will involve all functional areas and also 
the supporting strategy behind it should be stressed so th*t there »  no temptation for staff to 
think that the programme affects manufacturing only.
An important consideratioo for top management is the availability of suitably qualified people 
to manage the project Manufacturing is not perceived as the meet attractive career area and is 
not paid sufficient attention at most universities. Consequently few people are available with the 
diverse skills required for such a position. Personnel with some of the requisite skills might well 
have to be "head hunted" out of marketing, finance or data processing. Motivating such people 
might not be as difficult as it would seem at first glance : the recognition of the strategic role of 
manufacturing in the company's fortunes is likely to promote the position of mamufaauring 
within the < ipauy and provide attractive career paths to capable people
48 D&ASTER RECOVERY
When a company is running a CIM system, the manufacturing operation is totally dependent on 
the IS «$dch drive i t  Surprising as k may seem, 'smoke and rubble* (Stamps, 1987) (to use the 
commonly-wed phrase to the computer disaster recovery industry) may not actually pose too 
emdh of s  threat to manufacturers - if the computer is to that state, the probeMKty k  that the
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r a io f  the phM  wtt be loo. However, a prttotem whk* thr cmnpiie: wtife ( k  reti of
the factory is h  perfect working order could pro«-$ to be a disast e r.
A common data processiug sdnttofi to such pateatial problems k  to plan »o move the computer 
to a backup site. In the ease of CIM, however, unless the data communications 
between the factory and the backup ate are perfected, the computer jrorvasaiig nerds to be 
perlwmed M dw t&Hial sife.
A possible, but costfy. solution would be to have both hardware anti software supplier' 
gUMantee backup configurations within » apectfied turaarouml time rhk sug^stion could 
certainly net be justified hi most compamea becatae of toe expense of such a contract. 
Consequently, there k  a need ftr  some otht. plan with costs pitched at the appropriate risk 
levei The important thix% k  that eeoufactw m  recognise the risk of computer Talhmctioo and 
^n W v m d W w M ik
m
CHAPTER SEVEN
COMCUWOM
Krotr Ihe prcvioui dup lcn  il u  de jr llul numcroui bentfil! aic avulablt to companies vu th- 
use .i mform.tion syuemi in minulKturing. The pivotal role which manufacturing can play m 
i  compsay’s luftniie* Is tecomiAg faKreasSogly weH-uaderstood and a corporate executive would 
%M#e m *  haaa#* «
This report has app'ieU Porter's (1985) model for aaalyting competitive advsntagc vts the use of
the value chain h, an attempt to specify the moat attractive opportunities available to a company 
considering the use of information systems in its prodoetian processes. It has further linked 
Potter's ( ’980) three generic corporate strategica to those systems most likely to support the 
chosen strategy. A vital consideration when identifying the IS to be impkmemcd is that they 
should support the *smge#hm strategy of the company. If the systems installed do not 
specifically support a company’s strategy, although some advantages mlghs accrue to the 
company front their use, lb  return on the (usually sizeable} investment in the systems may well 
he less than an alternative which does support the company's strategy.
Of the two general strali^ea far competitive advantage, the dUfateatiatiee strategy Is be# 
rapported by O M  stMems, whereas the cost leadership strategy is supported by the application 
of sheeted ^eWtds of mtieseatie#. This is not a prracriptive view, however, as the 
Mhsyucratiea of Affaraul types of manufacturing process uod of intfivWual companies may weU 
fasti to tiHfaent conclusions Rag those raggerieti above Therefore it is neeseeary to perform 
some farm of eostiheeefit analysis on any proposal far hupfameutmfag an IS in manufacturing
Despite the attractive prospects which IS hi manufacturiog might offer, a ooti beaefit aaalysis 
may well show that the rtstef quo a  amta% preferable to tie  imfdemeatatkm of such ccstly 
systems. A possible recipe for manulactariag disaster k  tk» "technotogy-drivea- process where 
each time the latest development to the area is unveiled, U k  purchastxl simply because it is the 
most modern system available. Failure to address the specific strategic needs of the company 
cadd turn such a system into a earpentte mitislone. Although thia is tree for ^  computer 
systems. It to especially true for those applied to Btanufadwtog because of their high coat and 
the importance of the production process to the operations of the average manufacturing 
company.
This warning to not intended to dissuade corpo>Hc executives from examining the potential use 
of manufacturing IS but rather to sound a warning as to what can go amiss. Indsed, neglect of 
the pomilde benefits from such systems could also prove to be a corporate millstone. If 
competitors are reaping massive benefits from then manufacturing IS, they are likely to 
increase their market share at the expense of the laggard company.
What to required of a company to a cold, hard look at the facts of the IS available to Us area of 
operation without starry-eyed wonder at the amazing feats of the latest technology but with a 
determination to remain undaunted by the technological demands which instillation might 
make on the company. Although not necessarily appropriate for every manufacturer. IS to a 
company's production processes could make an enormous addition to its profits. Failure to 
recognise and ad  cm that potential can only lead to future enormous profit increases for a 
company's competitors.
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